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rates from the big railroads. '
ployed with the Santa Fe,
Sena were convincing enough projects from receiving considerMrs. H. C. Barrett left for to make the voters take notice.
Cheyenne apparently is leadÍ
ation, although both should have
John E. Reed, a prominent
Willard, Monday. Mr. Barrett
i.:
j appruprmuuns
ing Denver for the next convennecessary
osa
ior
sheep man of Yeso, was trans
J. O. Welborn has done good has a position at that place and
tion and Murdo MacKenzie of acting
,
business here the first of real estate business this week, they will make Willard their Carlos Clancy has not been extentions. .Santa Fe New Mfci.- Texas will likely be elected presseen since he attempted to "conhome.
the week.
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piece
sold
excellent
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and
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INDICTMENT

q
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RESULT
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INVESTIGATION BY
ACCOUNTANTS AT
STATE HOUSE.

..lD SE

REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMIT.
TEE ACCEPTED AND FILED
WITH THE COURT.
Denver. While the District Court
grand Jurv was investigating the
of the liquor laws and ordinances and indicting saloonkeepers
for their violation, and the fire and
police board for granting a saloon license that remained open on Sunday,
forsooth, its committee of expert accountants wag digging into affairs at
the statehouse and smashing people's idols right and left. This report
of the committee, which was accepted by the grand jury and filed in the
District Court before the inquisitorial
body finally adjourned, was the real
sensation.
The grand jury's indictmentB were
of secondary Importance. To a great
extent they covered technical offenses.
From governor to factory inspector,
from governor to "kitchen cabinet,"
from the Seventeenth General Assembly with its enormous appropriations
to the erstwhile "watchdog
of the
tieasury," Auditor Kenehan, all were
bowled over in that stinging report.
A transaction connected with the
purchase of land for the State Museum, in which the name of the governor and Messrs. R. H. Malone and
AV. H. Malone, the last two named being business partner and secretary respectively to the state executive, will
This land, across
nerit attention.
om the south side of the Capitol
illdlng, was purchased by a local
n of three and sold to the state,
in a few months a profit of $12,-a- s
made on a $32,500 transac- -

ir State Auditor Kenehan, he
fore and aft by this commit1

tor what he did himself, but
he allowed other officers to
In- -'
j reports are condemned.
there being a surplus of
uou.üüO at the close of the biennial
period there is said to be a shortage
of $300,000. This is due to the
made by the Seventeenth General Assembly and approved by the governor.
With one exception, every department of state government examined
condemned for violation of the
irit of the law and for extrava-nce- .
It Is the most severe arraign-n- t
of the Shafroth administration
cutit has been made nothing like It
in exposure was attempted by the
most partisan orator in the recent
rttmpaign. And through lack of time
t one-hal- f
of the institutions and
'rtments of the state were inves-1- .
Wants People to Elect Delegates.
Madison, Wis. Senator La Follette
fired the first gun in the contest to
give the people the right to elect delegates to the national convention of
1912 by direct vote. In a recent issue of La Follette Weekly Magazine,
La Follette
Senator
declares
that
"Wall street has already selected the
presidential candidates of both par-ls- .
There is just time to defeat the
WalJtreet plan. Let the people organize and demand of every legislature the enactment of a primary law
tptj the election of delegates for the
national conventions by direct vote."
Raid On Denver Next.
Denver. Denver has been selected
. the Sent point to be raided by
agents in the war for the
extinction of bucket-shopSecret
agents of the federal government
have been working in a number of
brokerage houses in this city
'
the last three weeks as telegraph
operators, and this fact became known
when several of them left for the
East. Since the raid on the Chicago
bucket shops, on December 16th, the
efforts of the federal secret agents
have been concentrated on Denver.
At that time it was announced that
'ui shops had been cleared out as
far. west as Denver. The plan Is to
push them Into the Pacific ocean.

4r

We Will Hold Philippines.
Washington.
"I think we will hold
the Philippines for some considerable
Taft
j time to come," said President
at the annual dinner of the Military
Order of the Carabao, which is a society of army men who have served
In the Philippines.

COMING

A $15,000 land deal was made by
the Roswell Land Company, In which
N. J. Maddux sold his apple orchard
of some thirty acres in the northwest
part of the J. J. ilagerman estate,
near Roswell, to Fred Carle of Henrietta, Okla., for $15,071, the buyer
paying $500 per acre for the place.

The teachers of San Miguel county
have informed Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruction Acasio Gal-legthat they are opposed to a
change in text books at the February
meeting of the territorial board of
education. They favor a retention of
the present text books.

i:FTS
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NEW MEXICO.

Jan. 21 Htate election to ratify or
reject constitution.
MOW MEXICO

"mi
t

copyright,

1911,

WASHINGTON.

THE WORLD IN

PARAGRAPHS

1911.

Work on the Elephant Butte railroad spur to the dam Is now on thu
home stretch. The big trestle across
complete
Ash canon is practicallv
Brown and
and Bridge Contractors
Connor have commenced work on
The roadbed
Canon trestle.
lacks but a few feet of completion.
.Though Sliver City already has
three large sanatoriums, one of which
is the largest in the United States,
for the reception, care and treatment
of tubercular patients, another institution of the same character has just
been opened. This latter institution,
which Is known as the
Sanatorium, is devoted to the
treatment of colored patients exclusively, and on this account It Is probably the first of its kind to be established in this country.
Francisco Ramos, a Mexican sheep
Illinois Census Figures.
herder who has been working
for
Washington.
Census returns from Hugh Davis on the latter s sheep
Illinois: Wheaton, population In 1910, lancb forty miles north of Roswell,
M32; 1900, 2,345. Decatur City, popu- was put In jail for taking a shot with
lation in 1910, 35,750; in 1900, 24,862. a Winchester rifle at his employer.-

L

PEOPLE

1908.

Alex Hamby, a young man living at
Rogers, a country post office twenty
miles southeast of Portales, was shot
and killed Christmas Eve. by Frank
Chaney.
Several Eastern capitalists interested in Fort Sumner, are asking for
bids on new buildings to be erected in
and
the neighborhood of the bank
land office.
New Mexico will have three Supreme Court judges, at $6,000 per an
num, $18,000;
eight District Court
judges at $4,500 per anyuin, $36,000.
Total, $54,000.
Surveyor General March has approved the survey of the Lone Star
claim in the Red river district and the
Grand Center group at Chloride flat,
Grant county.
Enraged at paying their money to
see what they believed was a fake
fight, Roswell sports broke up a boxing exhibition recently by running onto the stage and causing a general
row.
The records at the office of the pro
bate clerk of Dona Ana county show
that there has been more than 1,500
lots sold in the various additions to
the town of Im Cruces during ths
past two years.
The Territorial Supreme Court convened at Santa Fe in January session,
but decided, on account of the cam
paign for the adoption of the constitu
tion, to take a recess until after the
election, Jan. 21.
Colonel Donohoe of Mouutainair,
says is the farmers of the Dakotas,
where he lived thirteen years, could
but see the flax that grows In a wild
state in Estancia valley they could
not be kept out.
club wiil
The Cimarron Athletic
give a smoker at the Athletic hall,
have
January 14th. Arrangements
boxing
been made for a twenty-rouncontest between Al Smaulding of Clayton and Henry Petty of Dawson.
The proposed constitution for state
of New Mexico provides that
from
the
acres of land
school land appropriation provided for
In the enabling act, shall be set aside
for a new normal school to be located
In one of the counties bordering on
the east line of the state.
A company has recently been organized for the purpose of irrigating
and reclaiming about 50,000 acres of
land on the Gila river near the Arizona line. The company is capitalized
at $6,000,000, and William D. Murray,
president of the Silver City National
Bank, Is one of the incorporators.

Sprains

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

Jose Felix Vllbarrl died at tho ag-- i
of 100 years in Montoya.
Ten million acres of land remain for
public entry in New Mexico.
Anselmo Madrid died at his home
in Las Cruces at the age of 108 years.
Santa Fe has landed the next annual convention of tho New Mexico
Educational Association.
New Mexico is credited with a copper production of 5,031,136 pounds in
1909, as against 4,991,351 pounds in
There is much contention
of the
teachers of San Miguel county tha'.
not
be
school text books should
changed next February.
Among the evidences that educational sentiment in New Mexico is moving
forward by leaps and bounds, is the
modern school houses.
Miss Nellie Harrison, daughter of C.
O. Harrison, of Santa Fe, won tho
gold medal in the lnterscholasti.; Ora
torical contest at Les Vegas.
of RosweU
Fire Chief Whileman
has given orders that there must not
be any more fire whlshtles blown or
bells at the station rung "just for
fun."
examination
The annual
for teachers will be held in the high
school building in Montoya on Friday
and Saturday, January 13th and 14th,

For

STATE NEWS

Minor Occurence of Mora Than Ordinary Interest.

A

BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

IN

LATE DISPATCHES

DOINGS AND

HAPPENINGS

THAT

MARK THE PROGRESS

OF THE AGE.
WESTERN.
The census bureau reported
that
Rocky Ford, Colo., returns shows a
population of 3,230, against 2,010 in
1900.

In a pistol duel over the possession
ol a child, twenty-fiv- e
miles from El
l aso, Slpriano Trujullo was killed by
a man named Rustillos.
The four-storBitting office and
business block and the store stock on
the first floor of the building burned
at Wichita, Kans., loss $160,000.
Three masked men entered a saloon
at lmlay, shot the owner dead and
wounded his wife in the back. She
is believed to be fatally injured. The
robbers took $1,200 in cash and departed.
A frozen body found in a gravel pit
rorth of Salt Lake, proved to be that
cf Allan MacGregor, a well known advertising man and piano salesman.
From letters he left it is inferred that
he- poisoned himself and retired to the
pit to die.
A small part of a human body was
found a quarter of a mile from the
scene of the disastrous explosion in
the smelter slag dump near El Paso.
This is the first trace found of the
three men known to have been in the
wrecked tunnel.
Two masked bandits entered the office of the Angelus hotel in El Paso
and robbed the sate of about $5,000
in cash and jewelry.
The clerk and
:orter were forced Into the basement
at the point of revolvers. Thirteen
safety deposit boxes were carried
away.
Hungry and thirsty, but otherwise
unharmed, nine miners,' entombed for
hours two miles under ground
at Wallace,
ill the Morning mine,
Idaho, were reached and given food
and water through a small opening,
by the untiring efforts of rescuers.
It has been figured up in Los Angeles that Jim Jeffries is worth about
$275,000, Invested in real estate and
farm lands.
Jeffries, it is said, is
through with public exhibitions of any
kind, and from now on he will lead
the life of a moneyed man.
The grand jury in the Los Angeles
Times explosion case returned twenty-twindictments.
All of the indictments charge murder or connection
It is not likely that
with that crime.
the names of any of the indicted persons will be made public until after
It Is bearrests have been made.
lieved a large number of San Franciscans have been indicted. Wholesale!; murder the outcome of a dynato be the
mite plot, is understood
charge set forth in all the indictments, but It Is believed not more
than three or four men are named in
the true bills.
8PORT.

Frank Gotch, retired world's champion, confers the championship hoti
ors upon Manmout, the Turkish
wrestler.
George Hackenschmldt, who passed
through Kansas City recently, stated
positively that he will not wrestle
Yussiff Manmout.
Harry Nlles, utility player, who vas
purchased by the Cleveland ball club
the Boston Americans
from
last
spring for $4,000 and finished the season with a batting average of only
.212 has been released to the Toledo
American association

club.

years of playing,
After twenty-tw- o
Jesse Burkett, the old St. Louis outfielder, who has been managing tho
Worcester club of the New England
league, Is still able to clout the ball
as often as of old.

Secretary MacVeagh's plan to stop
coinage of gold and permit the treasury to issue gold certificates against
gold bullion and foreign gold promises
to become law at this session of Congress.
Immense reductions in freight ratej
have been made by the railroads oper
ating In the Rocky Mountain and Pacific regions, in accordance with orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The reductions vary from
nine to more than fifty per cent.
A
con
Commercial
ference will be held during the week
of February
under the auspices
of the
union, formerly
known as the Bureau of American Republics, In the auditorium of the new
building of the union, Washington.
Senator
Beverldge, a member of
the committee on privileges and elections, has decided to make a minority
report in the Lorimer case and will
make a speech asking the senate to
declare the election of Senator Lorimer to have been Illegal.
That the McEnerney act of California, passed as emergency legislation after the earthquake of 1906, and
providing for the establishment and
quieting of title to real estate In case
of the loss or destruction of public
records, was constitutional was the
decision of the Supreme Court of the
United States.
Representatives Smith of Iowa and
Boutell of Illinois are under consideration by President Taft for judgeships,
the former to succeed Judge Willis
Van Devanter, recently promoted to
the Supreme Court, on the Circuit
Bench, and Mr. Boutell to take the
place on the Court of Customs appeals
of
made vacant by the promotion
Judge William H. Hunt to the Court
of Commerce.
President Taft has denied an application for commutation of sentence in
the case of W. S. Harlan, manager of
i. great lumber and turpentine company doing business in Florida and
Alabama, who was indicted and convicted on a charge of conspiracy to
violate the peonage Btalute of Florida.
Harlan must serve a term of eighteen
months imprisonment in addition to
paying a fine of $5,000.

EXPANDING.

Total wealth of territory. .$400.000,000
Balancea held In átate and
1,700.001)
county treasuries
;i27.oU
Population, 1!U0 censúa ....
100,000
Increase in Inst four years
(Increase. tí7.6f In 10 yra.l
Value of products of dry
1
50.000.000
1U10
farms.
12.000
Land entries filed in 1910..
2.000.000
Acres covered by entries ..
Acres still remaining in pub36.000,000
lic domain
Acres of land to be set
8.000,000
aside inr public- schools..
;100,000
...
Acres under IrriKation
Applications granted to ap158
1910
...
propriate water,
Acres covered by applica017,810
tions

"Gave

ATI

Instant
Relief"

"I fell and sprained my arm
and was in terrible pain. I
could not use my hand or
intense suffering until
a neighbor told me to use
Sloan's Liniment. The first
application gave me instant
relief and I can now use my
arm as well as ever." Mrs. H.
B. Springer, 921 Flora St,
Elizabeth, N. J.

t

Unusual Case In Court.
Court
Santa Fe. In the District
Judge McFie took up the unusual case
of the United Stales versus Rose J.
Hide and A. J. Coolidge to cancel
patents Issued ta them for homesteads on the ground of fraud. The
land has been sold to third parties, innocent purchasers, who seek to intervene.
New Mexico Crop Report.
Santa Fe. The crop report for December gives the production for New
Mexico as follows: Corn, 70,000 acres,
1,610,000 bushels, 23 bushels to the
acre, total value $1,449,000 at 90 cents
per bushel. Spring wheat, 43,000 acred,
20 bushels per acre, 860,000 bushels at
$1 per bushel, total value $860,000.
Oats, 30,000 acres, 27.4 bushels
822,000 bushels
at 62 cents a
Barley, 1,000 acres,
bushel, $510,000.
25 bushels per acre, 25,000 bushels at
2,000
Potatoes,
80 cents,
$20,000.
per acre, 94,000
acres, 47 bushels
bushels at $1.04, a total of $98,000 ,
Hay, 194,000 acres, 2.10 tons
407,000 tons at $11.50, a total of

Me

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT,
Is an excellent antiseptic and germ

heals cuts,
killer
burns, wounds, and
contusions, and will
draw the poison
from sting of poisonous insects.
SBo., 60c. and

Sloan'

-

ZI

I

ft.00

book

on

$4,680,000.

fconoo, oottlo, iheop
And poultry aont f roo.

Statehood League Organized.
Albuquerque.
Statehood
The
league was organized here at one of
most enthusiastic
the largest and
mass meetings on record, addressed
by Gov. Mills, O. A. Larrazolo of Las
egas, a leading Democratic orator;
Attorney Isaac Barth of this city and
District Attorney Edward A. Mann.
The speakers made powerful addresses
calling on the people to vote for the
constitution and thus take advantage
of the only chance of immediate statehood. The meeting was attended by
thousands of people from city and
county, and the speakers were vociferously applauded.
This meeting
marks the beginning of a vigorous organized
campaign
to
make the vote for the constitution at
the election January 21st as nearly
possible.
as
Other
unanimous
branches of the league will be formed.

Sr. Earl

ddroM

New Mexico Rejoicing.
'
Washington, D. C. As a New Year'
greeting to New Mexico, it Is announced here that President Taft andays from date
ticipates in sixty-fiv- e
to send the order to Governor Mills
to issue his proclamation calling an
election of state officers, legislators,
county and pretwo congressmen,
GENERAL.
cinct officers for the state of New
Florida, the land of flowers and sun- Mexico under its constitution which
shine is in the grip of frigid weather. la sure to receive his approval. This
William E. Corey of New York, election is to take place within sixty
president of t he United States Steel to ninety days of the date of the proc- Corporation, resigned, and it is prob lamatiaon, which probably will be dated March 11, 1911. This would throw
able he will have no successor.
Eight new indictments, one of them the election into June, 1911. At tho
superseding the original, were found same time the announcement is made
against Joseph G. Robin, the banker that Arizona will not get the election
returns on the constitution to Wash
and promoter, in New York.
Uncle Sam set a new record in rap- ington in time to be submitted to the
Congress and will therefore
present
id postal service when he delivered
tecently at Yonkers a letter sent from not come in for at least another two
years.
Geneva, New York, April 29, 1838.
The five children of John Marka-SHvagNew Rules for Land Office Contests.
lost their lives at Minersville,
Washington.
New rules of prac
Pa., in a fire which destroyed three
houses. The children ranged in age tice governing cases before local land
offices, the general land office and the
fiom two months to eight years.
The Western Union Telegraph Com- Department of the Interior have been
pany will be brought into the limelight approved by Secretary Balllnger and
Grand of Interest to New Mexico, will go
nefore the January Federal
Jury, which convened in Chicago in Into effect February 1st.. These rules
to simplify practice,
connection with the "bucket shop" are Intended
avoid delay and nullify the advantage
cases.
Senator Stephen B. Elkins of West of a contestant of wealth over a poor
Virginia is dead. At his bedside were one. Under the new rules a contest
his wife, his daughter Katherine and against an entry or claim or record
Stephen can only be instituted by a person Who
four sous, David, Richard,
and Blaine, and the physician. Death seeks to acquire title or to claim an
was due to septacaemia or blood pois- interest in the land involved, and the
oning. He was conscious until within ground of contest must be based on
i half hour of death.
Senator Elkins matters not disclosed by the laud ofbecame ill in the early summer at his fice records.
home in Elkins, W. Va. He was kept
Speaking for Constitution,
in strict confinement there and only
Gov. Mills, O. A. LarAlbuquerque.
the members of his Immediate family
were allowed to see him. November razolo, of Las Vegas; H. O. Bursum
Wash9th, when he was removed to
and other speakers for the constituington in a private car, he was re- tion have addressed big crows at San
Phyported considerably improved.
Marcial and Las Cruces, and each
meeting indisicians declared that he might pos- succeeding
statehood
sibly he able to take his seat in the cates that the sentiment is growing
rapidly for the ratification of the conSenate at the opening of Congress.
stitution.
Fire originating in the Hollenberg
Musical Company's building desttoye-- l
an entire block of business houses In
Convicts Building Roads.
Little Rock, Ark. The loss is estimatconvicts are
Mogollón. Thirty-fiv- e
ed at $1,000,000.
now engaged in building road in the
"The total business of the six great
In Socorro counmeat packing companies of America Mogollón mountains
amounts to $945,000,000 a year. The ty. These mountains are among the
profits, exclusive of those of the Na- most rugged in New Mexico and it
tional Packing Company, are set at has only been a few years since there
Estimating the profits of were any god roads constructed Id
$23,379,644.
the National Packing Company as these mountains. The first good road
equal to those of Sulzberger & Sons, of consequence was built from Grato about
the total would be raised
ham to Mogollón and this was done
$25,000,000.
without any territorial aid whatever.

S. Sloan,
Boston, Hum., U.S.A.

ECONOMICAL WIFE.

"Heavens, Marie, I shall be ruined
It yon buy yourself furs like this I"
"Don't be so silly! Can't you see
I've put on the white tur rue out of
the drawing-room?- "
In Different Part of the House.
Caller (to little daughter of the
house)
Hullo, dear? Where are you
off to?
Daughter of the House I'm just
going up to watch Marie do mother's
hair.
Caller Oh, dear! Then I'm afraid
we shan't be able to see your mother.
Daughter of the House Oh, yes;
you'll find her down there In the
drawing room.
Returning the Compliment,
Mrs. Faraway I suppose you have
forgotten that this Is the anniversary
of your wedding day?"

Professor

Faraway

(abstracting

from conic sections)
Eh?
What? Dear me! Is It, really? And
when is your's, dear? Stray Stories.
himself

There's one little satisfaction when
a man falls sick, It makes his wife repent of, Jier ill treatment of him. Don't
work the game too often, however.
The man who Is anxious to let you
know that God Is on his tongue usually has the devil In his heart.

For
Breakfast

???????
The Happy Reply

Post
Toasties
A crisp, dainty food that
pleases young ana old.
Wholesome

Economical
Convenient
Serve with cream or milk
'

(hot or cold).

"The Memory Lingers"
POSTUM CEREAL CO., Lld

fiuila Cruk,

Mich.

V,
Even In these last hours of failure
all that she can to get her away,"
Neil. "If Marion won't go " He and defeat the fire of adventure
LATE
clenched his hands with a moaning flamed up in Nathaniel's blood. He
curse and sprang to his feet, again felt his nerves leaping again to action,
pacing back and forth through the his arms grew tense with new ambi
gloomy dungeon. "If she won't go I tion almost he forgot that death had
swear that Strang's triumph will be him cornered and was already preBad Case of Catarrh and Other
short!" he cried suddenly. "I cannot paring to strike him down. Another
Fully Reguess the terrible power that the king thought replaced all fear of this. A
Complications.
DENVER MARKETS.
possesses over her, but I know that few feet beyond that log wall were
by
Parana.
stored
once his wife she will not endure It gathered the men whose bloodthirsty
Cattle.
HE capon burns, the pig falls
long. The moment she becomes that, deeds had written for them one of the
Mr. Chas, lu
from the SDlt.
The clook hath struck twelve upon the
Bauer, Grand
her bondage is broken. I know it. I reddest pages in history men who Beef steers, grain fed, good
to
5.256.00
choice
dethe
out
bell.
in
will
eyes.
souls
She
had burned their
have seen it In her
Scribe. Grand
My mistress made it one upon my cheek
Encampment
struction of human lives, whose pas- Beef steers, grain fed, fair
kill herself!"
She is hot because the meat is cold.
to
good
4.7505.25
carried
hatreds
and
loves
L O. O. F., of
the
and
sions
The
Nathaniel rose slowly from
meat is cold because you oame not
gracsers, fair to
steers,
Beef
men
who
home.
death;
Texas, writes
life
and
them
with
to
side.
came
bis
bench and
4.655.50
choice
from San An- "She won't do that!" he groaned. had bathed themselves In blood and
grassers,
to
Beef
fair
steers,
Supper.
What to Have for
tonio. Texas: '
lived in blood until the people of the
"My God she won't do that!"
Three-Leagood
the
4.004.61
f
Make
Rolls.
Clover
"Nearly two
Nell's face was blanched to the mainland called them "the leeches."
biscuit
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fed,
very
Cows
small
heifers,
and
Into
three
ago I
Nathaniel
years
"The Mormon Jur?!"
whiteness of paper.
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when
good
4.755.25
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to
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bake
choice
and
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buttered
his
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above
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"Her terrible pact with Strang will breath.
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Potatoes.
fair to
secretary ano y
CURWOOD
I'd like to take a look through that
And I I am
have been fulfilled.
mashed potatoes with a teaspoonful
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trc - surer of
hole, Nell," he added.
glad glad "
of
tablespoonful
juice,
of
one
onion
good
to
3.764.50
choice
one of t h
Easy enough If you keep quiet.
He raised bis arms to the dripping
well
egg
chopped
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one
Darsler.
grassers,
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and
1 e a d Ing dry
against
blackness of the dungeon celling, his Here!" He doubled himself
of four egga
beaten
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and
the
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good
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up
on
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voice shaking with a cold, stifled the wall.
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cup
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beaten stiff,
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taste.
pepper
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No sooner
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D
that seemed burning out his eyes. If not reply. He was looking Into a room
,
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(CHAPTER X. Continued.)
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"Good God, Nat, come here!"
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began
13
12
mur. Then, In a moment, he
Geese
"Tf he won't take it for that I've
eggs, and when ready to serve put the
of
shimmering
glory
her
stroking the
erot more. I'll go a thousand."
bowl or pan containing the sugar over
becurls
silken
Game.
caressing
the
hair,
boiling water and stir until it is a
Neil stood silent, wondering if his
blood
fingers
the
until
14.00
his
tween
h
Prairie chickens, doz
companion was mad. Nathaniel saw
llnuld. then add the eggs,
Connie Why did you quarrel with
hot
like
must
If
6
as
burst
00
it
seemed
own
cup of fruit
Mallard
Ducks,
teaspoon of mace, one-hal- f
tno lnnk in his face and his
s face. Suddenfrom
sweat
Nathaniel
4.00
Serve Dick?
Teal
Ducks,
thickens.
excitement.
It
tiiirA and stir until
Hushed with sudden
Grace Why, he proposed to me .
ly Winnsome drew hock from him, the Ducks, Mixed
3.000 3.40 at nnce and stir before each pouring.
"Don't you understand?" he cried
pallor gone from her face, her eyes Rabbits, Cottontail ,
cup oi last night.
1.501.75
Blend one-hal- f
Sauce.
"That note means heaven or hell for
Fruit
Connie What of that?
blazing like angry stars. She had re- Rabbits, Jack
'Winnsome it means life her whole
butter and a cup of sugar, gradually
step when the prophet
Grace Why, I accepted him only
cup of jelly.
one-ha- lf
work
in
future! And you know what this cell 'Winnsome Croché Demands the Death treated but a
before.
sprang to her and caught her in his
Butter.
Sauce. Pour one tablespoon- the night
of Her Father's Murderer."
Hard
means for us," he Bald more calmly
straining her to him until the Elgin
cup
S
ful of boiling water over one-hal- f
vit means that we're at the end of like the thrilling twinges of an elec- arms,
Absent-Minded- .
scream on her lips was chokedTo a Creameries, ex. East., lb.
33
of butter, stir until creamy, mix In one
our rope, that the game Is up, that
The professor had Just sneezed for
shock. He darted- - across the cell gasping cry. In answer to that cry a Creameries, ex. Colo., lb.
tric
with
sugar.
Flavor
or
33
Marion
granulated
see
ever
will
cup
of
us
of
neither
naturally atMarion's brother with his yell of rage hurled itself from Nathan
2C
nutmeg or lemon extract or mac. the thirtieth time, and it
Winnsome again. That note is the and found
Creameries, 2nd grade .
against the door.
iel's throat.
26
on orange or lemon cups, or tracted some attention.
. .
Serve
renovated
and
Process
last word in life from us from you shoulder
'The
be cried
"What's the matter with the profes"It's open?" he whispered.
Stop, you
174 heap In a small dish.
Packing stock
It's a dying prayer. Tell Winnsome
visitor. "He appears
openT"
"Stop!"
threateningly.
Orange Sauce. Grate the rind of an sor?" asked the
your love, tell her that it is your last door Is
his
hinges .creaked
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
under
bad cold."
a
The
have
to
it.
over
squeese
the
Eggs.
me
Juice
nig,
go
orange
out
and
into
wish that she
weight. A current of air struck them
"Oh. no," said Madame la Profes- - jI
8.70
Eggs, Denver, candled, case
In a saucepan mix one cup of sugar
free world away from this hell-holabsent- and they CHEAP MILK
REFRIGERATOR
of a cup of flour or half Foresa. "It is only his fearful
7.95
fourth
case
count,
with
a
Eggs,
awav from Strang, away from the In the face. Another instant
case
1
listening, crushleft him In charge of j
Pour in a pint of n indedness.
cornstarch.
much
as
Mormons, and live as other women stood In the corridor,
moments this
in their lungs, not A Wooden Box and a Tin Pall the
boiling water and cook ten minutes. the baby for a few
;llve! And commanded by your love ing baek tie breath
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
daring to speak. Gently Neil drew his
and when he ciisffíhe fcu.t
Essentials for a Serviceable
This sauce will keep several days. morning, pepper-poshe will go!"
to
play with
t
companion back into the cell.
Ice Box.
'
The yolk of an egg may be added to him the
'.I've told her that!" breathed Neil
St. Louis Wool.
of his rattle." Harper's Week- a chance one chance in
"There'
before straining and the
sauce
the
lust
"1 knew you would!"
"
Steady.
Medium
Wool
,
Louis.
"At
St.
whispered.
ly.
lie
If milk Is not kept cold it is a danstiff white added after. Lemon or oth
Nathaniel threw another handful ten thousand!"
the end of this corridor there is a gerous food for babies, for every min- grades; combing and clothing, 22
may be used to take the plaoa
fruits
er
of old on the table.
Companions In Misery.
door the jailer's door. If that's not ute that it is much above the tem- 23c; light fine, 2022c: heavy fine, 15 of part of the liquid.
"Five hundred!" he exclaimed. "If
17c; tub washed, 2033c.
locked, we can make a run for It! I'd perature of Ice the germs of disease
Ella For all sad words of tongue
Molasses Sauce. Scald a cup of mocheap enough for a woman's soul!
here!"
lasses with an ounce of butter and a or pen
He motioned for Neil to put the rather die fighting than pressing Na- increase In It at an alarming rate
New York Metals.
-- Forget
He slipped out gain,
it; I'm an old m
Very many babies die of summer comtablesnoonful of vinegar. Serve hot
money in his pocket. The pain was
copper
quiet.
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with apple dumplings.
coming back Into his head, be grew thaniel back.
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a
me!"
for
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through
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to
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Artist Madam, it is not faces alone
he
Custom house returns
"Sn vou think it's 'he end?"
$12.1512.25.
later he returned.
in summer to preserve milk in ordi- show exports so far tbis month of 4,
that paint, it is souls.
asked. He was glad that his
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Madam Oh, you do interiors, then.
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For
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buy
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In the
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There was a minute's dark silence
Tin easy; spot, $39.30039.40; Januwater wagon constantly.
asked.
Dr. Alfred F. Hess can make at home ary, 39.2039.37; February, March the
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The ticking of Nathaniel's watch he "Through
he
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Not
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a hole about as big as at small cost an excellent milk re- and April, J39.1539.35.
8ortt.
Bounded like the tapping of a stick.
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your two hands. It was made for a frigerator that requires only a very
Lead, quiet; J4.454.55 New York; for the man on whom he relied to run
"What will happen?"
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were
there
little Ice:
deal depends upon yourself i
But whatever It stove pipe. If we
$4.30(5 4.35 East St. Louis.
"I don't know.
the paper day In and day out. After and"A greatkind
;
see into the Jury room."
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BELIEFS

Minstrel Find That the Weather le
a Mighty Uncertain Thing to
BEST ACCOMOMDATIONS 1NTOWNÍ
"Lay some money aide for a rainy day,
Bet On.
LUCK OR MISFORTUNE ASCRIBED
and life will always be like child' play."
TO THE DIGITS.
When the Al O. Field musical band
(topped In front of the Neil house a
few days ago, and played a concert, a
bet of over a year's standing between Second Numeral Acquired an Evil RepNo.
utation Among Early Christiana
Al G. Field and Ben Harmon, manager
Because the Second Day
of the hotel, was paid.
Proprietress.
Mrs. R. Beaubien,
The bet was made In a botel In Hot
Hell Was Created.
Springs, Ark., when Harmon and Field
met there by chance. It was In the
The number 1 Is esteemed as very
summer, and the weather was as dry lucky by the Japanese, who allot but
as a bone. The farmers near Hot one day to each of the several operaSprings were being burned out, and tions of husbandry, leaving that porj
all of them were hanging around the tion of the crop that could not be
hotels In the little town cusBlng fate gathered in one day, an exchange says.
and the weather.
The second digit acquired an espe"I never saw It fall," said Mr. Field, cially evil reputation among the early
"that when one August was bad, that Christiana, because the second day hell
P. STONE, President
the one following wasn't great. Next was created, along with heaven and
C. C. Henry, Cashier August, If we had a dry month In Co- earth. It also seems to have been a
lumbus, this year will be a wet one."
number unlucky in English dynasties.
Ben Harmon took exception to the Harold II. was slain In battle; William
statement, and the two men got hold II. and Edward II. were murdered;
- of Section Director Alcaitore In Lit Ethelred II., Richard II., and James II.
tie Rock, Ark., and iound that the pre- were forced to abdicate, and Henry II.
cipitation for August, 1909, in Colum- Charles II. and George II. were unforbus was 2.53 Inches. Mr. Field Imme tunate in many ways.
diately bet Harmon that the following
The number S has an abundance of
August would see at least four inches superstitions connected with it. it
of rainfall here. He bet a public con was the perfect number of the Pycert to twenty tickets to his minstrel thagoreans, who said it represented
the beginning, middle and end.
show.
Little mystery was attached to the
Friday morning, as soon as Field
d
arose, he telephoned to the newspa- numbers 4 and 5. In folklore the
pers to find out how matters stood in
clover Is considered especially
lucky.
the rainfall department.
The cabalista asserted that the num"It's been the driest August In thir
ber 6 was potent In mystical properyears," he was told.
Box
"Holy smoke," shouted Mr. Field. ties. The world was created In six
days, the Jewish servant served six
"Is that on the level?"
"Pretty near," said the reporter. years.
"There was a fall of only
The number 7 has been Invested
of
an Inch."
with more mystery than all the other
"Gosh," said Mr. Field, "Come on digits together, and to It were ascribed
Now
down and listen to a concert in front magic and mystical qualities possessed
of the Nell house. Maybe there'll be by no other number. Several learned
something following it, too, 'cause It treatises have been written on this
resDo
certainly has been powerful dry around number, and septenary combinations
The
have been sought everywhere.
here." Columbus Dispatch.
seven days of creation led to a septenary division of time to all ages. Sevof the Jewish feasts lasted seven
eral
GEMS DYED WITH
RADIUM
days. Elisha sent Naaman to wash
Do.
In the Jordan seven times, and Elijah
WELBORN,
Artificial Color Can Be Given to
sent Ills servant from Mount Carmel
Precious Stones by Use of
seven times to look for rain. For sevthe Costly Metal.
en days seven priests with seven
trumpets invested Jericho, and on the
With chloride and bromide of raseventh day they encompassed
it
dium at $100 a milligram, or $6,500 a
seven times.
grain, the use of radium to give artiThere were nine earths, according
ficial color to precious stones has litmedieval cosmogony; nine heavens,
tle Industrial promise. To give a to
more accurate Idea of the possible nine rivers of hell and nine orders or
No. 7
changes, Armbrecht, In London, has angels. The number being perfection,
since It represented divinity, was
been experimenting for many months,
used to signify a great quantity,
and has produced some remarkable often
In the phrases, "A nine days' wonas
effects upon color. About 200 white der,"
"A cat has nine lives" and "Nine
sapphires
pure oxide of aluminum
a
were kept In contact wtih radium two tailors malts a man." In Scotland
cow waB oureq by. washor three weeks. About 70 per cent, distempered
ing her In nine surf
Bine
To, se
turned yellow, the shades ranging magpies
is considerad extremely hick".
from lemon to dark orange; a few, apr
in,
knots
a
Nine
woolen
blftcfc
mide
parently from another locality, be-.- , thread
served Ra a charm, in the asa
came green, pinkish or amethyst color. of a sprain.
Is
:
was
It
also
b&llYl and
period
and a very few changed to rose color. Is still by some,
that if, , servant girl
A light blue was Imparted to two or
Amis nine green pea Id orna pod and
three too light to give value ap- lays them on the window sill, tbSi first
proaching that of the much-prizedeep man that enters will be
beau.
We want your Cash business
blue sapphires.
Pale emeralds were Nine grains of wheat laid on a four- somewhat darkened by radium, but leaved clover enables one. It Is said,
and will make prices to get it,
were not given the deep green of the to see
the fairies.
at Earickson &. Go's.
expensive stones.
Brown diamonds
were bleached almost white, nothing
being obtained like the beautiful blue
Discovering Woman's age.
The Insurance companies
all couiiuilb ür no rtb.
gem Into which Sir Wm. Crooks transWe wonder what dfiath the man will
IiTotiiptly ununitedCaveat,
of Groceries, Dry Goods and Notions
uwl CopvrtKhtii regis- - I
Concrete buildings as
die,
minen,
or
or what tortured Ufe he will be
Hum,
return,
tor
formed a yellow diamond. Amethysts
FREE REPORT on patentability.
rntentpracU II
to
tee UXclllBlVelT. BANK REFERENCES.
were
caused
discovlead,
by
just
who
being the best Fire Proof Struc
has
altered
radium Into smoky
Don't Forget
Send 4 cent in Htaniltn for fulr Iwn nvnltraritn I
g
ered the little "trick" by which a womor yellow quartz,
books on HOW TO OBTAIN mitt SCLL PAT. I
lires made. Wright & Hurd.
Ittrs, iiu'ii one. wilt pay. Ilowto itet apart. II
pearls were cleaned to a clearer white, an's age can be ascertained beyond a
ner, patent law and otliprvalirahletntoitiinlloD.
but opals were not amenable to doubt that is to say, while her health
SANDOVAL'S
13 normal.
The only Instrument retreatment.
The Review ha3 more colums
quired is an ordinary watch.
The
PATENT LAWYERS.
wrist of the lady whose age Is in
of printed matter than any two 1303 Seventh St., Washington. D. C.
question Is the tell-talFor when
Pope Gave Ticket to King.
papers in Guadaiupe County; it
Summoned by the conclave at Rome, you count her pulse, and It registers
has nearly as many subscribers
when he left Venice, one blazing 09 beats per minute, you know that
Bhe Is between twenty and twenty-fiv- e
as all the other newspapers in The Curtis Meat Market will morning In July, greeted by the pro- years
old. During the next five years
reduce the price on all fresh phetic cry of "Long live the Pope!"
Guadalupe County
combined,
he (Pope Plus X.)
not for a mo- 71 beats go to the minute, and the
therefore it must be a good paper meats. Mr. Curtis says that ment doubt that he did
de trente ans" and over Is en"femme
should return.
It is a pity the
"So little did I think that I should titled to 70 throbs.
toread and if you want results, fresh meat increases your health.
man
science who has established
advertise in the paper that has The reduced price is to extend never see Venice again," he says, these offacts
is not more exact when
The best of everything in our line,
with a smile, "that I bought a return
until the first of December.
; Jthe largest circulation. Don't be
dealing with the women of riper age,
ticket."
Now
is
'
the
to
good
get
time
gSiáU advertise no matter how
He long kept this return ticket. for, according to rumor and tradition,
it is only after she is thirty
a
""small your businass or wants; steak at the cheapest price ever Wealthy collectors strove by every woman begins to leave off that
having
means in their power to become its
offered
in
Fort
Sumner.
pays.
advertising
birthdays.
purchaser; he Invariably refused them.
Ü
Last year the king of Greece, in the
course of a visit which he paid to the
Clothespin Saves Life.
pope, expressed a keen desire to posvAiéiiiéik'i
Witli a clothespin kept constantly
sess thiB little piece of cardboard, between his teeth for 15 days,
to preSANTA ROSA, and VAUGHN, NEW MEXICO
which has become for all time histor- vent the Jaws from locking while sufical, and the pope gave It to him.
fering from lockjaw, Renaldo Capllane,
McClure's Magazine.
18 years old, Is now on the road to
"I am a good example," writes Mrs. R. L Bell, of
recovery at Plains, Pa., successfully
McAIester, Okla., "of what Cardui will do for suffering
responding to antitoxin treatment.
A. Wright, Pres. and Manager.
women.
W. H. Hurd, Sec. and Treas.
Girl Messengers for Pottofflces.
Capllane is a miner. Recently In a
"1 suffered with my head and back, for over six years,
Arrangements
for the employment
mine accident he had both arms crushand although I tried everything, 1 never could get anyof girls Instead of boys as Indoor mes- ed, necessitating the amputation of
sengers In the general postofflce and one. Subsequently he
thing to do me any good, until I began to take Cardui.
contracted locktn some of the principal provincial
CCardui lias surely helped me and built me uo and I
jaw.
Fire-proBuildings, Cement Brick, Blocks or Solid Concrete,
postofflces are being completed, and
am sovtliankful that I have found something that will do
As soon as signs of the malady were
It is anticipated that the experiment apparent lie. A. A. Barton administerme gooa. i icei so mucn stronger and better than I have
Curbs, Gutters, Steps, Foundations,
will be made on January 1 at the lat- ed tetanus antitoxin and persisted In Burial Vaults, Sidewalks,
in a long time."
est. At St. Martln's-le-Granit Is the treatment for a period of 15 days Troughs, Tanks, Wells, Chimneys, Fireplaces, etc., etc.
It is well to make up your mihd before you are sick
hoped to employ the girls mainly In before success was guaranteed. Now
what medicine you will take when you are sick.
the telephone and telegraph depart- the swelling In the arm is reduced at-If intending to build anything or let any construction work of
ments, where women form a consider- the tension of the muscles In the Jaw
any
kind, call on or write the
of the staff.
able proportion
The and other affected places has relaxed.
wage to be paid to the girl messengers will be one shilling less than
Uncrackakle Glass.
that of the boys. London Times.
Glass that can be heated white hot
and then plunged Into cold water
J
without breaking, while an aparent ImWomen and Domestic Duties.
We do not fall to appreciate the Im- possibility, has yet been made an ac;n use of a Koodlaxative, to ksep ths bowels open and prevent the p :
portance of women's domestic duties, complished fact.
You will be glad to take it when you are tired, mis(I from gettlnglnto
This glass Is derived from Brazilyour s; Vein.
but we see that in the modern condierable and when life seems a weary grind. It will put
The latest product of science is VELVO Laxative Liver Srra
tions of life which drive 9,600,000 ian quartz pebbles heated red hot and
'
of
new thoughts into your head, fresh courage into your mind.
a
pleasant,
aromatic taste.
Into
distilled water. The
Velvo acts on tiio . .
women into the struggle for a living then thrown
.iiid bowels, and is of the greatest possible efficacv in
C, r.lul on to the pages
If not sick now, at !?..:;:
pieces
selected
purest
are
cuiuUrs
and welded
outside the home it is absolutely nec:
sick headache, teverishness, coUc,flatulence, etc. TV
..of your memory, so thai v.'-.are sick you will ask
essary to go beyond the bounds of do- with the oxyhydrogen blowpipe into
for it without thinking.
We regret, therefore, long stems like straws, from which
mestic duty.
:
'
If sick or weak, vmost deeply that our efforts to fit glass vessels of any shape can be man
.v. At all druggists.
ThuB far this quartz glav
modern conditions of life have by this ufactured.
Wrtttto: Lidlti' Advisu ,
Chattannooga.
Tena.,
chiefly
employed
for naH'i
Imperial criticism been brought into bos been
for Special Inttruciiont. and f i
;' n." rent frre.
taut ti;,
discredit among the unthinking and laboratory apparatus.
'
'
way
n
In
this
made
Reply
unreasonable.
of German.
to Ei:iporor WHIIcm
Women's

Best Meals

Best Rooms
Reasonable
Telephone

The First National Bank

Rates

8

of

FORT SUMNER,

Capital and Surplus

$30,000.00

The

J?

Market

Meat

Curtis

clean,

sanitary

market,

Fresh Meats at
Reduced Prices

Interest Paid On Time Deposits

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

Your Accounts Solicited

All kinds of Construction Work in Wood,
Cement, Brick or Stone.
Estimates made on
request.

Address J. W. Hadsall,

Several

Small

Tracts

NEW MEXICO.

FORT SUMNER,

of Irrigated Land for
sale on easy payments
I also have two
idences for sale at a

204,

Do Things

It Right

And

Is What We

bargain.

Ait

Here To

J. 0.

The Real Estate Man

I

When in Ft. Sumner
call on him. If out of
town write. Phone
Office in 1st National
Bank Building.

The Fort S urnner Lumber
Company
not coming, but is here.

hi

r

i
t
t
t

If you fail

to see them you will make a mistake.

A. O. Ellett, Manager.

When in

D.

SWIFT &

CO.

Need

Store Has Them

Moise Bros. Co.

General Merchandise

Groceries, Provisions, Notions, Gents
Furnishings, Dry Goods, Boots and
Shoes.

5

A Good Example

Fort Sumner Construction Co.

'

Take

Fort Sumner Construction Company.

The Woman's Tonic

Physicians Advis

;'.

Hi

LIVER

$VRJ.f

If you hear some politicians
La Revolución
'stumping and exerting their Artículos en Español. Sigue
with
trying
find
to
fault
brains
En Mexico
PUBLISHED BY
the constitution you can be sure
THE REVIEW PUBLISHING CO
Tenemos buen oaoel Dará
of finding two reasons for their
Las Fuerzas Federales Suf
not accepting it, and these are: encabezados de cartas para toda
DISPLAY
Managing Editor
M. P. Manzanares,
ren Grandes Perdidas y
First thev are distrruntled think clase de negocio, notas promisorclases
de
ias
y
varias
otras
ing they will not be able to stay
Sujetos a Otras Peores
Entered at the Post Office at Fort at the pie counter, second most notas.
La guerra en Mexico, entrí los
Sumner, New Mexico, for transmission of them are already holding a fat
insurgentes y fuerzas federales
through the United States Mails as political job and by New Mexico
Precio de subscripción, al ano esta culminando y propagándose
econd class matter.
becoming a state they would $i.oo
subterráneamente por un tiempo
lose it in the near future, as we
indefinido, bajo táctica militar,
Subscription $ 1.00 per year
to
hold
election
state
have to
Hacemos trabajo especial en oportunidades que se presentan
Advertiser re guaranteed the largest elect new officers, shortly after
obras de boletas para casamien- y ventajas que aguardan los recirculation ol any paper in the county. the constitution is ratified.
s
Nearlv everv voter has receiv tos, encabezados de cartas y volucionarios cuando estén prepa-randoal toque del botón eléctrico
Phone No. 18
ed a copy of the constitution and circulares de toda clase.
Incorporated
de guerra explorara la revolución
if some one has been left out he
JANUARY 14
SATURDAY,
mexicana
república
por
la
toda
should make it his duty to borEl Pino.
en donde el único recurso sera
row a copy from his neighbor
Many a man buys an automo- and read it carefully this will Desde aoui. desde el pie de mi ventana cederse a los derechos que con
ciubile these days so as to get a convince him of the fact that he y en medio de sus sombras, aquel pino, tan justa razón reclaman los
peregrino,
cansado
pais,
parece
considerada
tal
un
en
dadanos
chance to toot his own horn.
can vote in favor of a constitu a quien atrás dejo la caravana.
mente libre, en donde la soberana
tion made for the people of New
se ha pervertido en monarquía y
wants
21st
this
really
mente
insana;
of
Now
mi
de
on
Bryan
delirio
the
Sera
Colonel
Mexico.
If
la libertad en esclavitud. Esperimagino
mirándolo
a
pero
veces,
in
month every American citizen
Fort Sumner Drug Co.
the Democratic party to win
amos que antes de haber concecamino
del
borde
al
espera
junto
que
1912, why doesn't he let it alone. should get out and work for a big
DEALERS IN
alguna hermosa aparición lejana.
siones de una o otra parte y que
majority in favor of the consti
Perfumery all popular odors. Toilet
Drugs and Medicines.
se otorgue el derecho, que se
Arbol agreste y funeral! Tus hojas
A fact that is not likely to wor tution.
and Fancy Articles, Combs, Brushes, Etc.
observe la constitución y se res
son menos que mis intimas congojas,
ry many newspaper men is that
Carefully Compounded Day or Night
ley.
la
Prescriptions
pete
igne
rados.
menos que mis pesares
Farmer's Decalog.
the price of diamonds is to be
Según reportes findedignos las
Phone No. 1
Ay ! El dolor me advierte que tu existes, bajas ascienden a mas de mil solI
Located at corner of Firt and Main StroaU
del mismo modo que las almas tristes
dados que pierden las fuerzas
Thou shalt plow deep.
y que los corazones desolados.
Opposite Kemp Lumber Co.
Milwaukee, under i s Socialist
federales.
II
B. Byrne.
mayor is to give municipal hops.
Thou shalt keep the surface
It may be recalled that it was soil loose.
De Las
La Señorita Inasita Saiz esta Ferrocarril
hops that made Milwaukee
Ill
visitando a la Señora Madrid, la
Thou shalt cultivate level.
Vegas a Ft. Sumner
esposa de Eon Nicolas Madrid.
IV
New Line Furniture Company
El lunes de esta semana acabaSome of the local "wets" had
Thou shalt summer follow when
Reportes vienen de Texas que
ron los agrimensores de agrimen-sa- r
a sample of a, "drouth" during rainfall is less than 15 inches.
la hola fria que llego aqui la se
Carries one of the most complete stock of Caskets
la linia de ferrocarril de Las
Monday's election; but made up
V
mana pasada alcanso hasta las Vegas
Todo
a Fort Sumner.
Thou shalt add organic matter parte mas al sur de ese estado.
for the dry spoil after
Coffins and Furniture in Eastern New Mexico.
esta muy quieto en cuanto a este
to the soil.
proyecto pero se cree que todo
W. F. MILLER, Manager.
VI
A CincinnátV woman says she
Don Paco Anaya estuvo en
el traThou shalt keep down the Vaughn toda la semana; segura esta en favor y fácilmente
is not going to test until kissing
Telegraph and Telephone orders promptly attended to.
bajo no tardara mucho, los planes
will probably weeds.
is abolished.
Open day and night.
mente sus negocios son buenos Hp
tienen que ser
VII
NEW MEXICO
have to sit up f o quite a while.
plaza.
TAIRAN
en aquella
del
mandados a los directores
Thou shalt grow early maturSanta Fe, para que sean aprova- Dice el periódico de Santa Rosa
The man in Hot Springs, Ark., ing crops.
rlns v tan Dronto como esto sea
VIII
days
thirty-two
que el Ssncr J. J. Uancy na
who has lived
trabajo en construir
Thou shalt grow corn, every sido nombrado inspector de gan- echo el
without eating U probably trysera corriensado.
linea
dicha
livyears.
five
to
three
ado en el condado de Guadalupe.
ing to solve the high, cost of
Si tal linea es construida de
1..
ix
ing problem. Alstf he is in a
aqui a Las Vegas, esta plaza tenalEl Señor Degraftenried tiene
fair "Way, ho doubt, to solve the Thou shalt grow clover and
drá un gran desarrollo en una
problem of the low cost f dying. falfa every few years.
cerca de 800 carneros en su ran. prontitud como las plazas de
X
cho, al sur de esta plaza, y dice
canal
,
Under
y
Clovis
Vaughn,
Thou shalt keep stock. Ex.
el que están engordando mucho
How lovely! we read in the
otras.
muchas
con la alfalfa. Tara creadores
latest number of the Scientific
should
east
the
from
las
4 .
rastrojos
de
los
Aviators
ganados
de
trouser
Call on or write
American of in electric
El trabaia de la acequia madre
to New Mexico, then they alfalfas son muy validos por que
t
(called by the uncouth pants)
A. B. HARRIS
se comenso la semana pasada y
presser, which does not even would not have to go so high from en ellos se pueden engordar ove- se dice que cosa de 1,800 acres
require you tO "wait," or even to the surface to break the previous jas con muy poco costo.
serán añadidos al regadío después
way they
1,
"take them off," but does the altitude records, in this
Irrigated Lands in the Famous Pecos Valley
bones.
alguacil
ma que este trabjo sea acabado.
Don Jesus Casaus,
business jvbile you have them on. could also save their
Baa
1
from
miles
2
trees;
shade
and
of
south
íort
lfiu Acres. 8 miles
yor de este condado, estuvo aqui
Your' next!
El Señor Isac Sandoval recibió Sumner. 4 miles from La Lande; all Las Vpaas New Mexico.
Thi most remarkable thing esta samana y nos dice que Frank
nnA mile from v
180 Acres fine land, vi.v
un eran surtido de zaDatos de la grubbed and ready to plant,
"Á long time between drinks, " about earthquakes is that no one Shane fue electo juez de paz y casa de Buster Brown Shoe Co
Vegas.
Las
miles from
60 Acres, in Alfalfa, 3
made famous by the remark of has vet ventured to claim that he Dionicio Chavez para condestable de St. Louis. Este calzado es de Fort Sumuer, 10 acres in hog pasture.
mile from Lis Vegas.
40 Acres.
Rosa.
mon
de
Santa
given
plaza
la
if
en
to
them
prevent
the
could
North Carolina's governor
que se puede 13 Acres, adjoining towasite of Fort this is a fine piece, suitable for platting
calidad
meioi
la
aquí
con
estuvo
Señor Casaus
into city lots, or for suburDan nome.
chief executive of South Carolina, ey to work out his ideas.
mercado, y los
Sumner, all plowed, small house; can be
neacio y llego directamente de encontrar en el
sinks into insignificance when
Las Vegas is recomended by leading
Albuquerque, el nos dice que Al precios son los mas bajos que se platted and sold as town lots, or will uhvsicians.
Now that one educational
compared with the long stretch
to have the finest cliiriate
and
has demonstrated that a buquerque también esta muy pueden encontrar, considerando mnlto nn ideal location for home
in the United States. Altitude 6700.
between "nips" now made imorchard, less than a mile from business
quieto.
el buen calzado.
perative by the "dry" movement cigar can be made to afford a
About 60 acres, 6 miles north of
and
hour
one
safor
smoke
last
Las Cruces New Mexico in the Rio
Vengan a visitarnos para que part of town.
in northern Texas. The
El tiempo se esta asercando
minutes, another
Grande Valley, under ditch, and under
loon in Fulton Arkansas, has twenty-fiv- e
40 Acres, 4 miles south of town, all
se desengañen
Nue
de
ciudadano
of
cada
tests
the Elephant Bntte irrigation project
aue
nara
scientific
all
institute
ditches
should
continuous
cross
plowed, laterals and
been closed, making a
now being cor.stincted by the govern- of a vo Mexico ensene el material de
duration
maximum
made.
between
thf
miles
356
of
de
manejador
stretch
W.
Stuart,
J.
ment.
que
T.ÍH-.Rock and Dallas where schooner of beer. Thus orignal lo que es echo. El hombre
en la 31 lots in the Mc Gee addition to The above tracts are all bargains.
estuvo
agrimensores,
los
constila
de
encontra
voto
the
su
light
de
there is no place at which one research will bring y into
Fort Snmner.
as vouuy
no commision to pay,
life.
tución es un hombre que no ha pla'a esta semana, y dice que la
can legally quench thirst. This great issues of every-dadirect from the owners. Have other
or trade-- 80
sale
for
offer
also
con
I
esta
Ft.
Vegas
a
cuidadosamente
leido
Las
agrimensura de
of the
is said to be the longest "dry"
Acres; 16 in bearing orchard, large 8 small tracts in different parta
stitución v fácilmente se habrá Sumner es muy favorable,
-stretch in the country.
room house, out buildings, all city con- Territory.
creido de cuentos que otros le
veniences; city water, beautiful lawn
F. A. Manzanares.
habrán platicado. Todo hombre
esta
de
el
when
miércoles
que
dice
Se
time
the
nearing
is
It
'i
cuidadano de Nuevo Mexico debe semana se juntaron los ciudadan
every American citizen must take
el dia 21 de este mes hacer una ía Ao Tnihnn nara discutir la
his ballot and cast it either in
favor or against the constitution,
resolución y esta es de votar a probabilidad de pompear agua
if the citizens of New Mexico
favor de la constitución, que es para regar, con el fin de cosechar
have read well the constitution
una délas mejores de cualquier remolachas. El Señor Faircloth,
r
they cannot very well afford to
la union.
de
estado
otro
pago
to
nos
lugar,
ese
useless
de
is
rendente
turn it down. It
Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers
una visita y dice que hay un gran
mention the many good qualities
el
en
En la elección del lunes
n..L am fMtante "Hint tft inventors." "Inventions neeéd?J ,W
which are found in the constituentusiasmo de construir una man
paso
12,
todo
precinto numero
..vh nme inventors fail." Send rough sketch wor model iof
tion, these dualities have been
ufactura para asucar y se creye
vi 1
,rrh of Patent Office records, uur Air. ureeiey
elección
y
una
toA and discused in favor
quietamente
muy
in the line of
Patents, and as such had full char
of
Portales.
puesta
en
Commissioner
que
sera
Acting
of the constitution by many
mas quieta no se avia visto en
the U. S. Patent Office.
Clothes and
prominent men of this territory,
plaza.
esta
Larra-zol- o
Octaviano
Honorable
El
by both Democrats and RepubliBarber Work
La votación es como sigue:
se halla actualmente pronuncans.
A. J. GILLIAM,
L. Lovelace, 93; H. Reinhardt,
J.
INCORrOS-A-TEelocuentes discursos en
Prop
ciando
As we all understand, no man
W. M. Hunter, 95, E. B.
39;
for
sentiment,
C.
party
Washington,
la
should have
favor de la constitución en
Terrell, 37.
the very reason that this constiparte sur del territorio.
Either intentionally or not;
tution was framed by both par- this is the first election in the
Ends Winter' Trouble.
el
26,
numero
R I. Reds for sale pure bloods
precinto
el
ties and the majority of delegates history of Fort Sumner that has En
revolución
la
con
sigue
Mexico
or
on,
call
e
colors,
demócrata,
and uniform
To many, winter is a reason of trouble-Thon one side should not make ene haDDened without the victors Señor Victor Anaya,
el num address M. L. Todd, Ricardo N.
noticias
recientes
según
chap-pefingers,
Señor
y
paz,
el
and
toes
de
juez
bitten
electo
frost
or
fue
mies against the constitution
celebrating with a grand free for Hilario Archuleta fue electo para ero de los insurrectos aumenta Mex.
hands and lips, chilblains, cold
better say against themselves, all baile.
red and rough kins, prove thi,
tores,
y
mas.
condestable.
against
cada dia mas
for if some people are
But such troubles fiy before" Eucliien's
New Mexico's becoming a state
Get ready for the 21st of thi
Earickson & Co. have just re- Arnica Snlve. A trial' cenvinct-pEl Señor Manuel Abren y la Trabajad por la constitución y criveil a large quantity of holidy Greater healer of Burns, Boils, Pilts.
they are not doing themselves month, and boost for statehood.
de visita
!(:
.;,
F'fir iti r rains. Cel?
justice, but they are doing great We all know the majority of the Señorita Luz, estuvieron
cu;n-.í"eirue
Vaik'y,
mis '.otad yvr i
Pecuá
ac at tne Vamimr Urug Co.
hotel
el
well
en
stove.
injustice to themselves as
the
at
seen
people is in favor, but the larger
be
can
tiempo.
as to New Mexico's progress.
the majority the better it will be. semana.
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OUR HOLLIDAY GOODS
HAVE ARRIVED AND
ARE NOW ON

General

Merchandise

Earickson & Co
PHONE

Fort Sumner,
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New Mexico.

t

sun-dow- n.

v

Your OoDortunity

:

Irrigated Land

.

I

at a bargain
the
Town lots in different parts of town

,3

2

2

1'

CALLat the

City Barber
Shop

for anything
to make you
"Look Good"

GREELEY & MENTIRE

T.

d

.

Making the "spiral glide" from the IF YOU WOULD BE WELL
KEEP YOUR KLDNEY8 WELL.
water wagon Is most dangerous, 'tetter stay on the seat.
The kidneys filter the blood. When
reBy the way, what has become of they are sick, the uric poison is
the Americanized "Chantecltr" that tained and various troubles result. No
symptom,
.however slight,
was going tto thrill us long befure kidney
should be neglected. There is no bet
tiist
ter remedy for
"IrtrrPhlm a i c k kidneys
One towa in Germany made owr
tells AStory' than Doan's
800 larr!sI checkers for Christmas
Kidney Pills.
.
trade, but probably that record Is
:George Seid-er- ,
nothing to some other German tonus
something
of
specialize
barrels
In
632 Pacific
that

f

. else.

No doubt public interest in Luther
Burbank's giant strawberry will suddenly subside when the ortce per box
is Announced.
Argentina spends as much on education as on jte arm? and nary combined. How Hobson must despise a
benighted nation like that.
will
Training as.a.north-pole.enilore- r
stand one in good stead at tbat time
a miUlon years from now, when, according to Dr. Wiley men will .freeze
at the quator.
An "Isthmian Kipling" has been produced 1 Colon. But what the .coun-aris most Interested In down thers
Is the crack shoveler .Instead of the
boss poet.
There ane something :llke 364 dys
left In which to read those hand-tooleedition books
limited
you got for Christmas, tut you know
you will not look into thejn.
ieekle-edge-

Pretty soon oo society woman will
be satisfied with a bird for hat decoration unless it iias been siain by an
Bviator, now that Iatham has shown
what can be done in the hunting lino
from the deck of a monoplane..
Between holes in the ice and holes
the air, this winter's record of
fatalities threatens to be alarming.
In

The New York Mail decides that
"Cherry" Is the best book Booth Tark-lngto- n
Bui even so,
ever wrote.
what's the use?
Mr. Carnegie wants to be the last
In war, first in peace, and somewhere

in the pennant hunt when it comes to
handing out libraries.
A lot of the rugs belonging to the
Ameer of Bokhara have been burned.
The same rugs, no doubt, that a ped-le- r
chap tried to sell you last summer
for $2.39 apiece.

It appears that all those wonders
that were to be wrought by the gyroscope are even more Intangible than
the wonders that were to be achieved
alcohol.

by denatured

The Canital tunnel. Georgetown
has been driven for 5,800 feet.
eome twenty veins naving ueen iuiei-eecteThe company controls 1,200
feet of ground lying ahead of the present breast and ten known veins will
be intersected when the end lines of
the ground have been reached.
colorado Farmers' Congress and Short
Courses At State Agricultural
Congress, Ft. Colylins, January 7th to 15th, 1911,
A special rae will be made for this
occasion via the Colorado and Southern from Pueblo and Intermediate
points to Loveland Inclusive. Tickets
will be on sale January 8 and 9. Final
limit January 24, continuous passage
on the going trip with privilege of
stop-ove- r
at Denver on the return trip
within the Una limit.
The Benefit of the Doubt.
Little Girl What's the matter?
Little Boy I'm crying because my
mamma has just gone to heaven!
Little Girl Oh! But p'haps she
hasn't! Judge,
National Western Stock Show at Denver, January 16 to 21.
A special rate of one fare for th
round trip will be made via the Colorado and Southern for his occasion
from all points in the slate. Tickets
will be on sale from points within 150
miles of Denver on January 10, 18, 19
and 20. In addition to these dates
tickets will be sold from points moro
than 150 miles from Der ver on January 15th. Final limit on all tleke's
.Tanunty

...

Ave,, Alameda,
"I
Cal., says:
could not lie
on jny side owing to the sore- over my kidneys. My limbs
swelled badly and the flesh was soft
and flabby. After beginning to use
Doan's Kidney fills, the swelling vanished and the pain in my back disapLook tout for the weak colonies of
peared."
bees and give them honey from those
Remember the name Doan's.
For sale by all dealers. 60 cents a that have more than tbey need.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Thousands of colonies starve to death
box. JToster-Mllburevery winter. If you feed the bees
Haps
sirup ;be sure It is not too thin or
Gone.
Their Last
When the minister praised the rasp- trouble will result. Three parts water
berry Jam at Mrs. Green's bountiful and four of sugar will be about the
Saturday night supper, he could not right mixture.
Imagine why Angle and Horatio, 'the
twins, cased at blm so reproachfully.
In order to maintain the fertility of
"Don't you like raspberry Jam, my lit- our soil we must farm scientifically
tle man?" he asked Horatio.
in the future, and it will be necessary
"Yes, sir, I do," and Angle does;" for us to adopt the practical methods
said Horatio, In distinctly resentful of lire stock arming which have
tones, "and mother told us that she been in vogue in Great Britain, for
was afraid the last she made wasn't many years.
Quits up to the mark, and If you didn't
praise It, Angle and I could have It for
A team with one horse fretting and
luncheon on our bread, for Mrs. Willis fuming to go faster and rushing
and Mrs. Shedd never said a word ahead at every opportunity, and with
when they ate It, and you've made the the other horse willing to take life
third; but now she'll use it ifor the easy, is anything but conducive to a
church sociables," and Horatio looked pleasant frame of mind.
gloomily at his twin, who returned the
look hi kind. Youth's Companion.
As the nation has raised the largest
corn crop In Its history farmers should
STUBBORN ECZEMA ON HANDS be In a little better condition: than
ever before to hold back enough corn
"Some cine years ego I noticed to tide them over until ths 1911 crop
small pimples breaking out on the Is In the crib.
back of my bands. They became very
Don't put off breaking and turning
Irritating, and gradually
became
worse, so that I could not sleep at your land till spring, and then jump
Eight. I consulted a physician who In and try to do in a week work
treated me a long time, but it got which. If properly done, would require
worse, and I could not put. my banda several months' steady grind.
in water. I was treated at the hosAnyone can easily see that bone Is
pital, and It was just the same. I was
told that it was a very bad case of one of the best feeds for producing
eczema. Well, I Just kept on using eggs, as the fat assists in forming
everything that I could for nearly the yolk of the eggs and also In suseight years until I was advised to try taining the fowl In winter.
Cuticura Ointment.
I did so, and I
found after a few applications and by
Simply laying the grape vines on
bandaging my hands well up that the the ground will often save them from
burning sensations were disappearing,
winter Injury. Throw a little earth
I could sleep well, and did not have or evergreen branches on them to
any Itching during the night. I began make sure.
after a while to use Cuticura Soap for
a wash for them, and I think by using
Calves will begin to nibble at
the Soap and Ointment I was much bright hay or grass by the end of the
benefited.
I stuck to the Cuticura first two or three weeks, and some of
treatment, and thought If I could use it should be kept where they can
other remedies for over seven years reach it.
with no result, and after only having
a few applications and finding ease
Cull out the worthless members of
from Cuticura Ointment, I thought it the flock and save your profits. Then
deserved a fair trial with a severe be kind to the biddies and they will
and stubborn case. I used the Oint- be kind to you in filling your egg
ment and Soap for nearly six months, basket.
and I am glad to say that I have
hands as clear as anyone.
One of the best preventives of
"It is my wish that you publish this
In horses is to keep the feet
letter to all the world, and if anyone scratches
clean. If mud Is permitted to dry on
doubts It, let them write me and I
the
fetlocks
irritation is likely to enwill give them the name of my physisue.
cian, also the hospital I was treated
at." (Signed) Miss Mary A. Bentley,
Oyster-shells
ground fine are excel93 University St., Montreal,
Que.,
lent for supplying lime. A pound of
Sept 14, 1910.
shells contains enough lime to thoroughly coat seven dozen eggs.
Hardened.
ScottIs it true that Cooleigh is
young
The pig, like every other
financially embarrassed ?
Mott He's fearfully In debt, but it animal, loves to be alert and to be
doesn't stem to embarrass him much. moving about with all the freedom
which belongs to such a nature.

FREE

ASSAYER & CHEMIST
LKADYII.f.E. Í OI.OItADO.
1: goln,
oM. fllver. Intnl.
flnerimen pries':
UI.
Pit
cnvlop('B and full pilo1 list ftit on
AlalliiikT
t ..mi ni nun uiiipny
n vi n "
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National
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DENVER DIRECTORY
mailed free. Cor. lttth
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Waare
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Denver.
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IHrect nil HTPwvents to ul.
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liroi
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Nation il Western Stock Show
DENVER,
January 16th to 21st, 1911.
One Fare for the Round Trip
from All Points In Colorado,

via
The Denver & Rio Grande Ry.
"The Scenic Line of the World"
DATES

OP HAl.B

From all points within SO miles
of Denver. January 16th, 18th,
19th and 20lh.
From all points west of La Veta
and south of Vance Junction,
January 14th, 15th, ldth, 17th,
18th and 19th.
From all other points In Colorado, January 13th, 16th, 17th,
lsth, 18th and 20th.
For Exhibitors only presenting
certificate signed by F. P.
Johnson. Denver, Jannary 13th
and 14th.
Final Return l imit, Jan. 24, 181 1.
For full particulars, rates, train

nrvicn. ote, call on Kiel Grand,' Alicnt or
address Frank Wadl.-ivhP.im. Ayt.
DENVER, COLORADO.

per-

tKbod's
Sarsaparilla

Cures all humors, catarrh and
rheumatism, relieves that tired
feeling, restores the appetite,
cures paleness, nervousness,
builds up the whole system.

Disorder of the digestive functions
White
afflicts lambs most severely.
lamb.
scour affects the unweaned
This appears to be the passing of unChange the ewe's
digested milk.
feed, providing poorer bay with ground
oats and corn 'With a sprinkling of
linseed-meal-

Get it today in usual liquid form or
tablets called 6areatab.

chocolated

Oiliousnoss

.

If a cow has an apple or similar obstruction lodged In her throat, It can
be removed by pouring a pint of melted lard down her throat. This will
make the animal strangle and cough,
and In the struggle the obstruction will
be dislodged.
The 'Common opinion tbat sheep
should be kept as scavengers and that
they will thrive best on the farm that
Is too poor for other kinds of live
stock is twin brother to the opinion
that white beans thrive best on a poor,
thin soil.

1 mustn't color my lips tonight, for
I'm sure to sit out half a dozen dances
with Charlie, and he's such a boy for

"I have used your valuable Cascareis
and I find them perfect,. Couldn't da
without them. I have used them for
some time for indigestion and biliousness
and am now completely cured. Recommend them to everyone. Once tried, you
will never be without them in the
family." Ed ward A. Marx, Albany, N.Y.
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent, Tasto Good.
Do Good. Never Slcken.Weaken. or Gripe.
lOc.tSc. SOo. Never sold In bulk. The sea
Mine tablet itamped C C C. Guaranteed to
,928
cure or your money back.

kissing."
And it sometimes happens that a
man likes to have his wife get so mad
she won't speak to him then she will
It is scarcely necessary to suggest not ask him for money.
that It Is good policy to make a close
examination of any newly purchased
piths
cirnün ix a to
tiavi
drutfjilit will refund money If PAZO OÍNT-hogs and be assured that they are
fatl. tn mire at,, nu nf luihlnir Hllnri
absolutely free from lice before they
are turned with the other hogs.
Don't make the mistake of claiming
It Is much better practise to raise you never make one.
or fee returned. Free
heifer calves from the best cows In
M1I.Ó
of
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets first put up PATENT!
the herd to keep up the number of 40 Dr.
Utta St,, Washington; 2UI Dearborn 'si., Chicago
ago. They regulate and invigor
yara
protable milkers than to depend up- ate, momac n
ver ana Dowels.
on buying the mature animals
as
tiny granules.
IDEAS. Tier may brlnf
tot
01TFNT TOUR
wealth,
Book Free. MM. ísál.

u

T
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Eugar-coate-

.

needed.

Avoid pushing to the front by going

tUueraia Uo..PaLAtta,. Jioi ILWaauuisten.lXa

Start the trap nests so It can be back on your friends,
known which are the best winter layers. Almost any old hen will lay In
spring and summer; It takes a good
hen to lay In late fall and winter.

The use of the separator Is no long
er an experiment with the farmers
and dairymen, as most every farmer
keeping two or more cows is using
one at the present time.
Plowing not only loosens up the
soil but more of It Is thus exposed bo
the action of the sun, air and frost.
Stubble, weeds, etc., are burled and
so changed Into humus.
Milking must be done quickly.
Quickly and thoroughly.
Anything
that Irritates the cows such as roughness, or slow milking will shorten the
milk flow.
An acre of land which produces a
ton of dry hay must contain moisture
enough so that the growing crop can
pump up approximately 500 tons of
water.
green-house- s

and mushroom caves are all used for
forcing rhubarb, but lacking these,
one may utilize an ordinary
root
cellar.
Some folks are still housing their
hens under the barn, where the wind
sweeps through, fearfully cold. These
are the folks who are sure bens don't
pay.
wagon in the
Use a low, wide-tireorchard, and thus avoid cutting up the
sod and dragging the lower limbs over
the bed, peeling and breaking them.
A properly-conditionedraft horse,
with Its necessary education largely
completed. Is one of the moBt perfect
ly finished products of the farm.

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

"'FAMILIES
SYRUP oTIG$
EUXIRef SENNA

MILLIONS

FOR COLDS AND HEADACHES. INDIGESTION
AND SOUK
STOMACH, GAS AND FERMENTATION, CONSTIPATION AND
BILIOUSNESS, WITH MOST SATISFACTORY RESULTS.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
IN THE CIRCLE
ON EVERY PACKAGE 0FTHE GENUINE
THE WONDERFUL POPULARITY OF THE GENUINE SYRUP,
OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS LED UNSCRUPULOUS
MANUFACTURERS TO OFFER IMITATIONS. IN ORDER TO
MAKE A LA ROER PROFIT AT THE EXPENSE
OF THEIR
CUSTOMERS. IF A DEALER ASKS WHICH SIZE vpu WISH,
OR WHAT MAKE YOU WISH. WHEN YOU ASK
FOR
SYRUP OF FIGS AND ELDCIR OP SENNA, HE IS PREPARTO
DECEIVE
HIM
YOU
ING
YOU. TELL
THAT
WISH THE
GENUINE, MANUFACTURED BY THE CALIFORNIA FIG'
DRUCCISTS KNOW THAT
SYRUP CO.
ALL RELIABLE
THERE IS BUT ONE GENUINE AND THAT IT IS MANUFACTURED BY THE CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO. ONLY

NOTE THE NAME
Mill It

1

fiiaWlW Ml 5M1

PRINTED STRAIQHT ACROSS.NEAR THE BOTTOM, AND IN
THE CIRCLE, NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE.OF THE
GENUINE ONE SIZE ONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
DRUGGISTS.
RECULAR PRICE 60. PER BOTTLE.

MINIATURE
PICTURE
OF PACKAGE.

ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OF
SYRUP OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA IS ESPECIALLY
GENTLE AND EFFECTIVE,' AND
LADIES AND CHILDREN, AS IT IS MILD AND PLEASANT,
IT IS EQUALLY BENEFICIAL
ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM OBJECTIONABLE INGREDIENTS.
FOR WOMEN AND FOR MEN. YOUNG AND OLD. FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE.

CaliforniaTig Syrup Co

Sheep and lambs should not be alThere Is solid satisfaction and enlowed to run in the same pasture or couragement for a man to do his best
team that rethe lambs will be in great danger of in driving a
becoming Infected with disease.
sponds to good horsemanship.

ADVICE

24th.

HOWARD E. BURTON,

mnss.

PRECAUTIONS.

'Butter Is a good price. 'Feed Is comparatively cheap, especially so If you
have saved all of your roughage, such
as cornstalks, the best of your straw,
and things of that sort which frequently go to waste . This being true,
dairying should bring good returns
this winter provided the cows are fed
large
liberally enough to produce
quantities of milk.

TO WOMEN
Women suffering from any form of
Illness are Invited to promptly communicate with Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
Mass. All letters are received, opened,
read and answered by women. A wo
man can ireeiy taiK

capacity of the
The water-holdinsoil is enormously Increased by the
presence of large quantities of decaying organic matter or humus.

Some few exact conditions are necDucks prefer ground grain to whole
grain except in cold weather, when a essary In the production of ducks for
ration of whole grain soaked in warm either market or breeding purposes
water is desirable for them.
for best possible results.

lished a testimonial or used a letter
without the written consent of the
writer, and never has the Company
allowed these confidential letters to
pet out of their possession, as the
hundreds of thousands of them in
their files will attest.
Out of the vast volume of experience
which Mrs. Pinkham has to draw
from, it is more than possible that she
gained the very knowledge needed
Íi&s
case. She asks nothing in return except your good will, and her
advice has helped thousands. Surely
any woman, rich or poor, should be
glad to take advantage of this generous offer of assistance. Address Mrs.
care of Lyrlfa E. Pinkham
Snkham, Co.,
Lynn, Mass.

Every woman ought to have
Lydia E. Plnkham's
Text Book. It is not a book for
general distribution, as It is too
expensive. It li free and only
obtainable by mall. Write for
It today.
80-pa- ge

NITRO CLU

SHOT SHELLS

nervous

cow

Currants need little protection except from deep snows, which sometimes break down the branches when
setting In the spring.

Damp floors cause roup in the flock.
A moist soil then kept in an unfrozen condition as long sb possible is If floors are of dirt, it Is wise o keep
the Burest means to prevent winter them covered well with straw, clean
hay or leaves.
killing of trees.
Ranking as the best in evergreen
A sheep that has once been chased
by dogs becomes suspicious at the hedges may be mentioned hemlock
sight of a dog or any noise that may and Norway spruce and American arbor vltae.
suggest one.

Judicious feeding, proper exercise
and warm, dry quarters are the best
preventives of rheumatism in hogs.

soli is best, but
High,
Any good cellar In which an even
temperature of 40 degrees can be the grape will grow on almost any
exposure.
kind of soil and
maintained will do for bees.
While chickens require consideraAn ounce of prevention Is worth a
purposes,
pound of cure In the treatment of ble water for drinking
ducks require some more.
your flock of laying hens.
Without question California privet
approaches, the
As foaling time
mare needs the best of care and the Is, as the best tall hedge plant, ths
favorite with the public.
most careful feeding.

Steel
Lined

Winners of every Interstate Handicap lor two
vests shaisht. A record never equalled by any other
ammunition.
The winning amateur in these 10 Inter
and NITRO CLUB
state handicaps choie ARROW
shells.
Thtir successes proved their judgments were right You
buy exactly the tame loads that they used, at your
dealers. Don't risk losing your game by using other
UMC ammunition.
than the record-makin- g

h0

lining in these shells protects the
powder (rom moisture, insuring a uniform,
snappy load in all kinds of weather.

The Steel

Sooner or later you'll try theee ihelb
Why not try
and alwavi shoot them.
s box today
"Cam Laa 1910" mmlti free

The farmer can, by observation and
Nowadays farmers are alive to the
fact that It requires strong horses to experiment, determine which are the
perform efficient work on the farm.
best pasture plants for his section.
A stumbling horse Is dangerous, and
Is usually made so by bad shoeing.
Go to an intelligent, expert shoer.

r-a- w.'iy

The only American made
hells with steel lining.

Is preferable to a
It is one thing to buy a big gasostolid one. The chances are that she line engine of the most approved
will give more and better milk than make and quite another thing to start
It in very cold weather.
her dull, mopish sister.
A

fact that disease
It Is a
of her private illness to a woman; is more prevalent among hogs Just
are
started on new corn
thus has been es- after they
tablished this con. than at any other time.

iidence
between
Mrs. Pinkham and
the women of
America which has
never been broken.
Kever has she pub

The time Is here when thought must
be given to the comfort of the cows
if their owners expect to sleep with
no twinge of conscience.

THE UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANY

28

Aeencri
Broadway, New York Cltr

W. L. DOUGLAS

rOT3, 3.50 & 4 SHOES lSolZ

BOYS' 8H0CS, 2.00, 2.SO AND 3.00. BtST IN THE WORLD.
If I could tafc yon Into my larsti factories at Brockton, Masa.,
and how vou how carefully W. L. Douglai iboei ara mad, thaiuperlor
workmanaulD ard the hi ah orade leathers Died, vou would then under
stand why Dollar for Dollar I Guarantee Mjr Bhoet ta bold their
shape, look and fit better aud wear longer than any other 98.00, f 8.60 or 9L
94.00 shoes yon oan buy.
Do yon real Ira that my shoei hare been the standard for over 30
vears; that I make and sell more 93.00, 93.00 and 94.00 shoes than any
. Prnidenti
other manufacturer in the United States ?
Quality counts. It has made W i,. Doi
las shoes a household word everywhere.
If

year dealer caoi.et supply you

Willi

T

J

rpedV&PS.tt.tAKC NO'SU BSTITUTf
Writ
W. J.. DoiiBlM
O.tajol.
Shoel.

W. L. DOUttLAI,

lor Mall Orrt.r

teSSpurk

HI., Urocktea, Maea
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DO YOU GET UP WITH A LAME BACK?
Fleet on Upper Missouri Operated
by Captain Baker.
Runs Six Boats and Several Barges
Hauling Coal, Merchandise and
Farm Produots Worth a
Million.

J
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now and March
the upper
of these seventeen will be
one
seat for
Democrats and
sented In the next Senate.

BETWEEN

LATEST
Lengthening of Bones and
ing of Veins.

the legislatures of the various states will be busy electing United States
Thirty-thre- e
congress.
senators are to be elected, and
house of the sixty-seconRepublicans and sixteen Democrats, representing a gain of nine seats for the
map
how the states will be represhows
Republicans.
accompanying
The
the

IN
Mend-

Most Interesting of Advanced Methods Applies to Stimulating of Osseous Growth Artifically by
Injecting Formalin.
New York. Limbs may be length-weby stimulating the growth of the
bones and cut arteries repaired with
metal rings something In the manner
adopted in Joining water mains, according to methods of the new surgery
described in the current medical
Journals.
One of the most interesting of the
advanced methods applies to the
stimulation of osseous growth artificially by injecting formalin. This is
a solution of the gas formaldehyde
used as a disinfectant and preservative, and the liquid has been
not only in Its pure state, but
.d the two per cent, solution.
The experiments which have been
conducted so far by Dr. R. O. Meisen-bac- h
are described by him in the
Journal of Orthopedic Surgery, and
there Is an editorial upon them In the
Medical Record of this city. Doctor
his experiMelsenbach conducted
ments on the legs of rabbits, selecting
usually the right tibias and using the
left as a control or means of comparing results.
He also availed himself of mechan-loa- l
means, but the most satisfactory
with the
results were obtained
formalin injections. It is said the Inwhich
also
troduction of the solution,
has high antiseptic qualities, stimulates the secretion of lime from tne
fibrous tissue which covers the
cartilage and thus builds up the bone.
If this method should be applied to
human beings, It might be of great
authorities
value, and the medical
think such an application of the discovery Is far from remote.
It is held that the formalin stimulation may serve as a stepping stone
to a new method of treatment in bone
cases which have hitherto baffled the
skill of surgeons, rones which have
stubborn compound fractures might
thus be made to reunite, and limbs,
shortened
which are abnormally
through the arrest of the growth of
bone, as Is so frequently the case in
children after attacks of infantile
paralysis, could be lengthened.
The discovery might extend even to
the treatment of tuberculosis of the
bones and to various diseases which
affect the framework of the body.
There are numerous cases where persons who have broken arms or legs
are crippled permanently even with
all the attention which skilled surgery
can give, and were it possible to create new bones at the places where it
is required many a limp would be
voided.
The modern surgeon, therefore, by
taking thought may yet be able to add
to the stature of man. The results
have been very encouraging, according to the scientific reports, for some
of the beBt of them were obtained by
only one Injection of the formalin.
Joining of the ende of a partad
artery by the use of rings of the
metal magnesium Is described In the
last number of the Journal of the
American Medical association by Dra.
V. LespinaSBe,
G. Carl Fisher and
J. Elsentaedt, in an article descriptive of their work in the department
of experimental surgery in the Northwestern university
medical
school.
They acknowledge the assistance of
Drs. Zelt, Wolfer, Violet. Deason and
Solomon.
The vessel had been clamped at
either side of the cut, and the ends
sewed into holes In the magnesium
rings. The tissue is secured firmly,
and the two flat rings are fitted
against each other and bound together by passing silk thread through the
holes In the rims. This is only a

SURGERY

REPTILE OF PREHISTORIC

AGE

'

Removing Skeleton
From
Drillers
Rock on Jersey Shore Millions
of Years Old.

general description, for there are variations of the success specified.
The rings thus fitting flush against
each other and tightly bound together, form a union. ' The clamps are removed and the blood stream flows as
ever through the accustomed channel.
The metal of which the rings are
made is only slightly acted upon at
first by the fluids of the body and
the salt. They are thoroughly sterilized before their Introduction, either
In distilled water or a spring or lake
water which is only slightly saline.
For 30 days the rlngB bold their
original shape and at the end of that
period they begin to break down and
In from 80 to 100 days they have
been completely absorbed Into the

New York. From the underlying
rock formation of the New Jersey
shore, directly opposite
this city,
rock drillers under the direction of
Barnum Brown, assistant curator of
the American Museum of Natural History, are engaged In removing the
skeleton of a huge antediluvian reptile, generally believed to be that of a
dinosaur. The skeleton, which is Imbedded In the rock, is being taken out
with the utmost care and will be
mounted and placed in the museum.
Discovery of the specimen
was
made a year ago by graduate students
of the department of geology, ColumA small fragment of
bia university.
the rock was chemically treated and
proved to contain phosphate, assuring
Bystem.
Conclusions the surgeons reach is the scientists that what they had disthat the use of these rings makes covered was in fact a skeleton.
The bones were discovered In the
the operation safe, certain and easy,
and brings it well within the skill red shale which underlies the upper
of the Palisades. It Is milformation
of the average surgeon. They declare
that the operation is applicable in all lions of years older than the upper
wounds of the large vessels and that coating, according to the geologists.
It is possible to remove
a short
piece of the Injured blood
vessel, TEACH MEALS AND MANNERS
bring the extremities together and
then to
Efforts Being Made to Train English
circulation by making an end to end union In the simChildren on Table Etiquette
ple mechanical manner they
See Benefits.
have
employed.
London. Efforts to train the poorer
d
children of London to be
and
are being
Deer Comes to Hunter.
made by the London common council
New Orleans.
Preparing to embark education committee In the course of
on a deer-hun- t
from New Orleans, a the arrangements for feeding the
party of local sportsmen was sur- necessary children.
prised by a buck that raised his antThe general appearance of the avlers In combative attitude before Its erage necessities child has been Imboat.
proved, the report declares.
Some
"We did not expect to be met half- children, however, remain
way," was the explanation advanced by
mainly through unsuitable food
one of the party as to the abandon- or lack of digestive power, or other
ment of the hunt after the deer was causes, such as bad teeth, hurried
shot.
meals, drinking strong tea, Insufficient
How the deer had strayed Into the sleep and chronic fatigue and overoutskirts of the city was not explained. work.

BIG COST AS DIVORCE CURE

Bismarck, N. D. It is commonly believed In Bismarck that Capt. Isaao
P. Baker Is worth a million dollars.
At any rate, be is said to be one of
the richest men In North
Dakota.
And bow do you suppose Captain Baker made that much money for he
made it all since he came to Bismarck? He made the beginning of It
running steamboats on the Missouri
river, and he has been making money
with them ever since.
It Isn't generally known below
Sioux City that the only regular navigation on the Missouri at present is
west of Bismarck. That Is true, however, and Captain Baker's fleet la the
.oarrler of a commerce that frequently
runs a high as thirty thousand tons
la a season.
In fact, Captain Baker has seriously been considering the operation of
boats through to Fort Benton. Years
ago boats ran regularly to Fort Benton. When the railroads went through
Montana the business ceased, because the country was so sparsely settled along the Missouri that there was
nothing tor the boats to transport.
Now tbe valley is being settled up and
there Is a demand for transportation,
Captain Baker started In years ago
with one small boat. Now, through
the packet company, of which he la
the owner, he operates a fleet of six
All exboats and several barges.

Have You Rheumatism, Kidney, Liver or
Bladder Trouble?

Pain or dull acbe In tbe back is evidence of kidney trouble. It is Nature's
timely warning to show you that the
track of health Is not clear.
Danger Signals.
If these danger signals are unheeded
more serious reiultt follow; Brlght's
disease, which is the worst form of
kidney trouble, may steal upon you.
Tbe mild and Immediate effect of
Swamp-Roo- t
the great kidney, liver
and bladder remedy is soon realized.
It stands the highest for Its remarkable ouratlve effect in the moBt distressing cases. If you need a medicine, you should have the best.
Lame Back,
Lame back Is only one ot many
symptoms of kidney trouble.
Other
symptoms showing that you need
Swamp-Roo- t
are, being obliged to pass
water often during the day and to get
up many times during the night.
Inability to hold urine, smarting In
fiaBslng, urlo aold, headache, dizziness,
sleeplessness, nervousness,
sometimes the heart acts badly, rheumatism, bloatlrig, lack of ambition,
may be loss of flesh, sallow complexion.
Prevalency of Kidney Disease.
Most people do not realize the alarming lnorease and remarkable preva- tenoy oi Kidney disease. While kidney
a.pt w to it. bitb.un.ur4
disorders are the most common dis- eases that prevail, they are almost the
OÍ parity wUbaTtry bottle.
last recognized by patient and physi- pound a physician's prescription for
cians, icno usually content themselves special diseases.
with doctoring in tffectt, while the
r
Regular fifty-ceand
size
original disease constantly undermines bottles at all drug stores.
the system.
Don't make any mlBtake, but rememA Trial Will Convince Anyone.
ber tbe name. Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
In taking Swamp-Roo- t
you afford
and the address, Blnghamton,
natural help to Nature, for Swamp-Roo- t N. i., which you will find on every
is a gentle healing herbal com- - bottle.
DITORIAL NOTICE To prove the wonderful merits of Swamp-Roo- t
you
may have a sample bottle and a book of valuable Information, both sent absolutely free by mall. Tbe book contains many of the thousands of letters
reeetved from men and women who found f?wamp-Roo- t
to be JuBt tbe remedy
they needed. The value and suocess of Swamp-Roo- t
Is so well known that
our readers are advised to send for a sample bottle. Address Dr. Kilmer
Co., Blnghamton, N. Y., be sure to say you read this generous offer in this
paper. The genuineness of this offer Is guaranteed.
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Free lunch Is sometimes pretty
pensive

ex-

food.

Mrs. Winnow' Soothing Syr. p.
toetbin.. Mfteot tn suma,
26c

boLU.

When a woman has an eye for the
beautiful she hunts up a mlrroi.
TO CERE A COLD IN OSS DAT
BROIIO
Tab. LAXATIVB
Otilólo. Tabl.tl.
Drusgisti refund s,o..y tf It fell, to run. B. W.
UBOVbVS slgaatore lion web box. mo.

There Is always poison In tbe
wound that Is Inflicted by a friend.

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy tor
Infants and children, and see that It

Bears tbe
Signature
In Use For Over
Captain Baker's Boats.
oept one of these boats are propelled
by gasoline engines. The newest of
the fleet is the Expansion, built at
Bismarck Jast spring and said to be
the lightest draft boat ever put upon
the Missouri river. It Is 124 feet 7
Inches long, 11 feet 6 Inches beam
and draws ten Inches of water light.
On a draft of three feet It carries 160
tens, and loaded to Its oapaclty It will
carry three hundred tons. The Expansion Is propelled by a
gasoline engine and travels four
miles an hour against
and one-ha- lf
the current. Captain Baker's other
boats are the Frayne, the Deapolls,
tbe Washburn, the O. K. and the

30 Years,
The Kind You Have Always Bought

Malady Worth Having.
"I can't understand my husband,
doctor; I am afraid there Is something terrible the matter with him."
"What are the symptoms?"
"Well, I often talk to bim for half
an hour at a time and when I get
through he hasn't the least Idea what
I've been saying."
"Don't worry any more about your
I wish I had his gift."
husband.
Stray StorieB.

A Christmas Criticism.
Orvllle Wright, discussing flying la
New York, said to a reporter:
"The French claim to make the
best machines, but our foreign order
books tell a different story.
'Our foreign order books give the
game away like the little Dayton boy
at the Christmas treat. He got from
the tree at this treat a pair of trousers, and, waving them around his
head, be electrified the entire Sunday
school by shouting in a loud and Joyous voice:
" 'Oh, ma, these pants must be new.
Pa never had a suit like that."
A Little Mixed.
Admiral Evans, at a luncheon In
San Francisco, said of a naval policy
he disliked:
"It Is mixed and Illogical. It reminds me of Bob Backstay, who became engineer on a submarine. y " 'Bob,' said a friend, 'don't yon find
it dangerous work, this knocking
about in a submarine deep beneath

the sea?'

" 'Yes, very dangerous,' Backstay
admitted, 'but a man's got to do something, you know, to keep his head
above water.' "

She Raved.
Mr. Burble That elocutionist
some queen. Isn't she?
Mr. Bored A raving beauty.

Father of the Man.

Ever notice what poor care other
Austin listened with people take of their health?
to
Mrs.
Amasa
breathless attention
Hunting's radiant account of the doings of James Hunting, her husband's
West of Bismarck the railroads younger brother, who had left
M unvon'
Paw
In his youth
and
touch the Missouri Valley In only a
Paw Pills are unlike
few places, and the farmers, Instead had become a millionaire.
or
laxatives
all
other
"Where is Jim this summer?" Miss
of hauling their grain Inland to the
cathartics. They coax
railroads, haul It to the river for ship- Amelia inquired, at the end of the re
the liver into activment by boat. At each of the land- cital.
ity hv owitl. meth- ings Captain Baker has a small ele"He has gone abroad for baths," reods. They do not
vator, where the grain la stored until plied MrB. Hunting.
J"'" scour; they do not
ahlpment.
"I ain't one mite surprised to hear
Then, when a boat comes
gripe; mejr uu u
weaken; but they do
along, the grain Is loaded In bulk and that," Miss Amelia said. "His mother
start all the secreticarried down to Bismarck, where It la never could make him wash his
ons-of
the liver and
unloaded by a movable hoist Into the neck." Youth's Companion.
stomach :n a way that
levator at the top of the bank and
soon puts tbaae 9
The Pronouns.
from that Into the ears. The boats
gana in a .healthy
"We must economize," said the
now run up the Missouri river as far
condition and cor
as the mouth of the Milk river In man of high financial authority.
rects constipation.
Pills are, a tonie
"Your grammar is at fault," replied
Montana and up the Yellowstone to
Munyon'a Paw-Pa"Why do you to the stomach, liver and nerves. They
Olendlve, Mont. On the up trips the the ordinary citizen.
they enboats carry all kinds of merchandise, Insist on using the first Instead of tbe invigorate instead of weaken;
rich the blood instead of impoverish it;
coal, lumber, machinery
and other second person plural'; '
they enable the stomach to get all the
uppltea to the farmers and the mernourishment from food that is put into
Your tracts to the Hottentots may
chants. Downstream, before the grain
These pills contain no calomel, no
movement begins, they carry live- count for little compared with your
healing
and
dope, they are soothing,
stock, wool, hides, hay and other farm acts to your own washerwoman.
stimulating. They school the bowels to
produots.
act without physic. Price IS cents.
Out of the last appropriation tor the
The next time you feel that swallowing
Missouri river, $82,600 was set aside sensation, the sure sign of sore throat,
TAKI A DOS OF
gargle Hamlins Wizard Oil immediately
tax work at Bismarck
and other with three parts water. It will save you
"point up to Fort Benton, one Item of days
and perhaps weeks of misery.
which Is $10,000 to clear rocks from
aav
MI EST MEDICINE
JU
the channel so that boats may get to
COUCHI t COUPS .
Nothing amuses tbe average man
Ytort Benton without danger.
more than to have some woman beDEFIANCE STARCH
lieve she is bossing him.
Miss Amelia

CONSTIPATION
"áWvg
I

Sir Edward Carson, Noted English
Lawyer, Would Make Erring People Pay Dearly.
London. Sir Edward Carson, K. C,
who practiced in Ireland for many
years before coming to England, and
who was an expert witness before the
divorce commission
here the other
day, expressed the belief that every
obstacle should be thrown In the way
of those who sought divorce to make
It difficult to obtain decrees.
He said it would be a fatal mistake
to make the obtaining of divorces
easier. He believed a Judge should
exhaust every effort to induce those
seeking divorces to settle their difficulties out of court and to become
united.
When Sir Edward was told that
working people had not the facilities
of the wealthier to obtain divorces, he
invariably replied that he would equalize matters if he could by cutting
down the facilities of the wealthy.
In Sir Edward's opinion, the damages
given In divorce cases are as a rule entirely adequate.
He thought
It
would be a salutary thing If the damages were 'much heavier. In the case
20,000 to
of a man with
30,000 a
year who coveted another man's wife
and took her away from him the damages should not be
100,-005,000 but
This certainly increases
the
worth of a wife.
When asked If be would not be In
favor of leaving the matter of damages to the Judge, Sir Edward replied
that he thought Judges were inclined
to be even more parsimonious In such
cases than Juries.
In reply to a question from a member of the commission the lawyer said
he would put the sexes on terms of
equality and advanced the startling
theory that a woman should not be
able to divorce her husband for Infi

delity, because men, on account of the
customs of the age, looked upon this
matter In a different way from womankind.
YOUNG SPINSTERS

MAKE VOW

Six San Francisco Maidens, Fearing
Divorce, Agree Never to Enter
Matrimony.
San Francisco.
Society was surprised the other day by the announcement that six debutantes of last seasonMiss Agnes Tillman, Miss Dorothy Van Sicklen, Miss Lillian Van
Worst, Miss Anna Olney, Miss Marion
Davis and Miss Josephine Johnson-b- ad
vowed with solemnity, ceremony
and seeming sincerity
that never
would they consent to be shackled
with the bonds of marriage.
In a season's whirl they say they
have observed that glamor fades and
romance passes away; that the princr
cuts a sorry figure in a divorce court.
The days of chivalry are no more,
they sadly assert.
It was on the eve of her debut that
cne of the social favorites learned of
the ways of the matrimonial
mart.
She chanced to read an attack on the
marriage market of society, in which
it was set forth that girls were presented like wares to be disposed of as
soon as possible, at high figures at
first, then at reduced rates that become lower each year until the premium of a dowry may be offered.

is

Nearly as Popular as the Bible.
London. Dickens' public passes beyond the bounds of the British empire.
There is America with its 86,000,000
of people and Its widespread, Its fervent, regard for Dickens.
There Is
France, where Daudet could write:
"Little Nell and Paul Dombey came to
me as a revelation of purity and Innocence." There Is Germany, where,
as Bunsen said, "Dickens
compels
tears and laughter among Germans as
among bis own people." There Is Russia where Tolstoi relates that he
found the "Christmas Carol" In the
eablns of the humblest serfs, and
Alfonso Sends $100 to Widow.
where "Oliver Twist" and "Nloholas
Paris. King Alfonso, learning of the Nlckelby" are read in seven different
death of a Paris policeman named translations In the realms of the csar.
Vlell, who was wounded on the occaIt Is futile to multiply evidences of
sion of the anarohlst outrage against the universality of the genius
ot
the king In the Rue de Rohau, Paris, Dickens. Next to the Bible and
has sent a check for 1100 to the man's Shakespeare, bis books enjoy tbe
widow.
Widest popularity.

Ter

Weak Heart

Many people safer from weak hearts. They may experience shortness ei breath eo exertion, paia ovar the heart,
or diray feelings, oppressed breathing after meals er their
eyes secóme blurred, their heart is not sasseieatly strong
to pump blood to the extremities, and they have oold hands
and feet, or poor appetite besante of weakened blood supply
to the atoaaeoh. A heart tonio and alterative should be taken
Susk it Dr. Pierce's Goldea
which bes no bad after-effec-t.
dangerous narootioa
Medical Discovery, which ooataioa
nor alcohol.
Geaaaaa-SE- Srt
(Ceffaaaaai
root
Ssaae
are
andar eatk,
Ta
CaaSauiiV daHea
rort (Hrw'b CasWe.
sir.. í"rt arhmkm),
Black OMrrybu (rum Vlrwimlmmm),
.TrTíAllllarlM
atol!
prepare
ÁlladU. root pUhyfium Put.m),
trlHjrjHlr-rm- ..
la .cl.. title labetaterv la way that a ragltat
eorputoles
blood
red
ap
the
I but, e
shrink
to
alcohol
no
contains
This tonie
the other hand, it increases their cumber sad thsy become re nod and healthy.
red
blood.
rieh,
of
maaafaoture
ooaatant
in
It
It helps tbe human system the
hoi pa the stomach to assimilate or take up the proper elements freos the food,
aatl maay unoom-fortab- la
thereby helping digestion aad ourinf dyspepsia, heart-bor- n
symptoms, stops exoesaive tissue waste ia oonvaloaoenoe Irosa fevers
acopla, the " Dlsoovery " is rafrahing
anesmio,
for tbe
and vitalizing. Stick to this safe and sane remedy, and refuse all " Just as good
medicines offered by the druggist who is looking lor a largar profit. Nothing
hut Dr. Pieroe's Goldea Medical Discovery; will do you hall as much food.

Sl

SMOKE

160 ACRES

HALO

of land
FOR SALE

Domestic
Havana Stripped

60 aerea broken,
well improved,
good well and mill,
all fenced

CIGARS

HAND MADE in Tampa
of

Inquire at
Review office

Clear Havana
Tobacco
Thm Sanner, Laid law

16th and Larimer
Denver,

and shorts just

A car of flour
received at Earickson's.

Safford, Ariz., Jan. 12. A company is being organized here
with a capital of $50,000 to erect

and operate an alfalfa mill at
Safford. The mill will grind the
alfalfa into meal and other products.
The general strike committee

of the garment workers now in
the one hundredth day of the
strike, tonight signed an agreement which is said to presage
the end of the labor struggle.
By the agreement 500 employes
of Strum, Mayor and company,
will return to work Monday morning.
According to the terms of the
agreement there shall be no objection to any employe belonging
to any union or labor organization, one of the chief points for
which the strike was waged.
Other terms are:
All strikers to be taken back
within ten days.
There shall be no discrimination
against any employe who went
out when the strike was called.
All grievances to be taken up
for adjustment by a committee

of

employes.

AH grievances that cannot be
settled by employes shall be sub
mitted to an arbitration board.

Co,

St.
Colo.

Notice For Publication.
In the District Court,
No. 294.
County of Guadalupe,
George I. Lewis
vs
Ella M. Lewis
The said defendant, Ella M. Lewis is
hereby notified that a suit in divorce
has been commenced against her in the
District Court for the County of Guada
lupe, Territory of New Mexico, by said
George I Lewis, alleging abandonment
that unless she enter or cause to be
entered her appearance in said suit on
or before the lBt day of March A,
therein
1911, decree PRO CONFESSO
will be rendered against you.
Chas. P. Downs, Clerk.
Herb R. Wright Deputy.
H. R. Parsons, Esq., Fort Sumner,
New Mexico, Atty for Plaintiff.
26U
No.

8555-012-

January II,

1911.

Notice is hereby given that Mrs,
Gertrudes Marauez. of Salado, N. Mex.
who, on October 18th, 1905, made
for
Homestead Entry No. 8555-012- 81,
4
Section
S 2 NW
and N
SW
14. Township 5 N. Range 21 E., N.M.P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Five Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above describ
ed, before C. C. Henry, U. S. Com
missioner, in his office, at Ft. Sumner,
N. Méx., on the 8th day of Marcn, lull
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cristino Chaves, of Alamo, N. M
Sisto Valdez,
of Salado,
,,
Escolástico Alarid ,,
,,
,,
Alfredo Lucero
Manuel R. Otero, Register,

first

R. Degraftenreid, Mr. Over-streand Frank Manzanares
are having a mile and threequar-er- s
of road grubbed, that is all
that part of the lane fronting on
their farms; as soon as the grub-bin- g
is done, they will put their
--- - graders to work, and grade, the
road, this work will involve considerable expense, but it shows
that these gentlemen are up to
date, if the balance of the valley
fanners will do the same, Fort
Sumner will soon boast of the
best roads in the new state.

I

'

Mr. Cityman is hereby inform
iff rPRnonra to hiu ñinnirv
that wrinkles on a cows horn are
Bot caused by trouble or worry.

THE

.Rev i e w
Offers

First-cla- ss

Work

Building.

Harry L. Patton

in the

LAWYER

New Mexico

Clovis,

Notice For Publication.

H. R. PARSONS
Attorney at Law

who, on October 2nd, 1905, made Home- - NEW MEXICO.
stead Entry, Serial No. 01542, for E.l-- 2 FORT Sl'MNER,
s-E
and w z
section 33,
TownshiD 3 North. Ranee 27 East. N.
M.P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Five Year Proof, to
DAVIDSON.
C
establish claim to the land above des
LAW.
ATTORNEY
cribed, before the Register and Receiver
of the the U. S. Land Office, at Fort
Courts.
Practices
all
the
in
New Mexico, on the 20th, day of Feb-

C

ruary,

1911.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Camilio Lovato, of La Lande, N. M. ;
Nestor Griego, of La Lande, N. M.;
Ofelio Silva, of Fort Sumner, N. M. ;
Antonio Garcia, of Fort Sumner, N. M.
Arthuk E. Curren, Register,
8
first pub

Special attention to land cases
before the U. S. Land Office.
New

Tucumcari,

Mex,

Baker & Pardue
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Do a General Law Practice

notary public in office.
Fort Sumner,
A.T.4S.F.

Department

New Mexico,

RAILROAD

Time card for Fort Sumner.
EAST BOUND
Train, No. 814 arrives

V
10:25 a. m.

WEST BOUND
Train No. 813 arrives

3:10 p. m.

H. D. Terrell,
Attorney at Law.
Practices in State and Federal Courts

N. M.

Clovis,
Contest 285

Serial 08649
Contest

B

AT

C. C. HENRY

Notice

U. S. Commissioner,
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. See him if you wish to make filing cn
1190
M.. December 2,
Commute your filing or
A sufficient contest affidavit having Homestead,
been filed in this office by George W. enter a contest.
New Méj ico
Zimmerman, contestant, against Home- Fort Sumner,
stead Entry No., Serial No. 08649, made
SW
October 18, 1906, for Wl-- á E

Why not give your orders
to the Review

2

et

The riddle of the sphinx may
be unfathomable, but anybody
can understand the coal riddle at
a glance.

A. J. OAKES, D. D.S.
will ba found at hia Dental
Parlor in the Mclntyre

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
January 5, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Patrocinio
Uarcia. of La Lande. Mew Mexico,

For Publication.

DeDartment of the Interior. U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,

M. D.
Physician and Surgeon
Office in Telep íone Building.
Phone No. 47
Fort Sumner, :: N. M.

01542

Not Coal Land.

81.

Notice

J. T. Wharton,

To Nannie L. Klamroth, you are here
by notified that there is pending in the
District Court of Guadalupe County,
Territory of New Mexico, the above
entitle! cause; that the said cause is a
bill of complaint by the said James I.
Klamroth, of Guadalupe County, New
Mexico, praying for a decree of divorce
from hia lawful wife the Defendant;
that unless you enter or cause to be
entered your appearance in said suit on
or before the 15th day of February A,
D. 1911, decree Pro Confesso therein
will be rendered against you.
Plaintiff's Attorney is M. R. Baker,
whose Post Office address is Ft. Sumner,
New Mexico.
Chas. P. Downs,
Clerk District Court For Guadalupe Co.
Herb R Wright, Deputy
23t4
j :

Tampa San Laws

river

V

Defendant.

A Rich Combination
of finest tobaccos
HAND MADE

Land is located about
four miles below
, Abreu
Ranch
between the ditch and

PROFESSIONAL.

NOTICE.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
OF
SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT,
DR. W. R. LOVELACE.
THE TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO,
IN AND FOR GUADALUPE
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
COUNTY.
Office at the store of the Fort
James I. Klamroth,
Sumner Drug Company.
Plaintiff,
New Mexico.
Ft. Sumner,
vs.
No. 293.
Nannie L. Klamroth.
Suit for Divorce

NOW READY
1911 Catalog of Seeds
1911 Catalog of

4
N E
3 E 4 N W 4 Section
24, Township 2 N., Range 24 E., N. M.

e,
P. Meridian, by George W. Stout,
in which it is alleged that said
Supplies
George W. Stout has failed to establish
1911 Catalog of Poultry Supplies
his residence upon said land, said parties
191 1 Catalog of Planet Jr. Garden Tools
are hereby notified to appear, respond,
1911 Catalog of Fruit Trees
and offer evidence touching said allegaat 10 o'clock a. m. on January 23,
Roswell Seed Co., Roswell, N. M, tion
1911 before the Register and Receiver
at the United States Land Office, in
RAILROAD.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
Fort Sumner, New Mexico.
The said contestant having, in a proper
TIME TABLE.
affidavit, filed December 2, 1910, set
forth
facts which show that after due
From Santa Fe to Torrance.
diligence persona service of this notice
Leaves Santa r e at 7:30 A. If. going can not be made, it is hereby ordered
South.
and directed that such notice be given
Leaves Willardll:10 P.M. going south, ty due and proper publication.
Arrives at Torrance 12:69 P. M.
Arthur E. Curren, Register.
Going North.
Record address of entryman Former
Leaves Torrance at 2:35 P. U.
ly Sunnyside, now Fort Sumner, N. M,
jan 14
Williard at 4:05 P. H.
first pub dec
Arrives at Santa Fe 8:00 P. M.
Makes close connections with the Belen
Cut-of- f
Contest Notice.
at Williard; with the South
western at Torrance and with the
Department of the Interior, United
A. T. 4 S. F. at Kennedy.
States Land Office at Fort Sumner N.
F. H.McBride. Chief Dispr.
M., December 30, 1910.
A sufficient contest affidavit havincr
been filed in this office by Hale P. New
NEW LIFE PILLS port,
contestant, against Homestead
Entry, No. 14813. made April 13, 1908,
The Pills That Do Cure.
N-4
Section 1, Township 1 N.,
for
Range 20 E., N.M.P. Meridian, by John
M. Miller, Contestee, in which it is alleged that said John M. Miller has
wholly abandoned said land for a Deriod
of over six months next preceeding De- cemDer Z4, iviu, tne date ol said contest affidavit, and was not at said time
residing upon and cultivating the same
said parties are hereby notified to appear, respond, and offer evidence
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
a.m. on Febuary 21, 1911, before Frank
in. rage. u. b. tourt Commissioner, at
Buchanan. N. M.. and that final hearine
win Deneia ai iu o ciock a.m. on r eti- uary 28, 1911, before) the Register and
Receiver at the United States Land
Office in Fort Sumner, N. M.
The said contestant having, in a
proper affidavit, filed December 27. 1910.
set fort facts wnich show that after due
diligence personal service of this notice
can not be made, it is hereby ordered
and directed that such notice be given
Dy due ana proper publication.
Arthur E. Curren, Register.
2-first pub

king's

Closing Out Sale

FRANK N. PAGE.
U. S. Court Commissioner
New Mexico

Buchanan,

A. P. ANAYA
Piactices Law

before; the Probate,

County Commissioners, and Justice of
the Peace Courts.

Fort Sumner,

New Mex.

The
J. B. Wilmeth
Painter and Paper hanger see
his line of wall paper.
FORT SUMNER,

'

;

NEW MEXICO.

Carpenter and Builder,
Does first clss work
Shop on south side
Fort Sunnier,

Palace
Corner 4th

N.

Barber

M.

Shop

St and Sumner

Ave.

ALLEN TRANSFER LINE

at a sacrifice.

Telephone 18

plaza.

of

will be open only

Will sell everything

Review Publishing Company

F. C. HASTINGS.

Blankenship's Store
for a 'few more days.

to lend our knowledge
and assistance
Prompt work assured

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

W.H. Weaver, Prop.

$50.00 Reward

We are always glad

Does a general Drayage Business
Prompt Work at Reasonable Prices

House Moving a Specialty
For information which will lead
J. W. Allen, Proprietor.
to the capture of the theif who
broke into and stole the wearing Headquarters at Fort Sumner Feed
Store,
Phone No. 88.
apparrel out of the house of R. L.
McNiell, one mile north of BuchTo get the best of results
anan. N. M. The robbery was
committed about Dec. 27th.
Advertise in the Review.

For Sale
60 Acres under the main ditch. About 40 acres
All fenced and only three
is in Alfalfa.
miles from town.
Write or call at
Review Office

